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go to Texas at once.' The commaiiu
lng officer Is to report to tne adjutant
general as soon as his equipment Is

WIFIE

TUESDAY,

FEBRUARY

VREELAND THINKS NEW SCANDAL

6,

7

MAXIM

Don't (ilve Up the
Fight Tth You're
Down and Out.

RVICE

TELEQRAPI

DAIL

1912.

CITY

IN COLORADO WOULD

complete.

AINT IT AWFUL1
In some mysterious manner the cut
ball of the new pool table set up in

EDITION.

INDICTMENTS ARE

the Y. M. C. A. Saturday has dis
A
and no trace of it can be
A
appeared
Americans Shoul Keep Heads.
NO
found. A search hps been instituted
Kansas City, Feb. 6. It is import
bin it seems to have dropped com
ant that Americans realize the abso
pletely out of sight. When the ball
lute error and great danger of the in
was
last seen, A. R. Marwlck, secre
tervention sentiment that is being fo
tary of the Y. M. C. A., was playing
mented by many Americans on the
oa the table which was about 3:45
LOYALTY OF GENERAL
OROZCO Mexican border, said D. J. Paff, rich SAYS RADICAL CHANGES SHOULD PROPOSITION TO DRAIN FLORIDA STATEWIDE
IS MADE o'clock yesterday afternoon.
PROTEST
In the THIRTY-TWmine
TRUE
owner,
his
return
from a
BILLS
upon
18 QUESTIONED
BY HIS RE
BE MADE IN BANKING AND
EVERGLADES CAUSES ROW IN
short time the table has been ir.
AGAINST
CUTTING
DOWN
visit to Mexico today.
AGAIN8T
ALLEGED
CENT ACTIONS.
WILSON'S
CURRENCY SYSTEMS.
DEPARTMENT.
place pool has become the popular
"Actuated by greed, they hope to
TARIFF ON METALS
DYNAMITE CONSPIRATORS
all
of
associamembers
pastime
of the
bring on a war between the nations
tion. If some one is hiding the ball
CHIHUAHUA ABOUT TO REVOLT that would result in moving the bor- WANTS A MONETARY BOARD RESEMBLES DILWILEY EPISODE
ZINC, LEAD AND TUNGSTEN the association men and boys will THE NAMES ARE KEPT SECRET
der line 100 miles south," he said. "In
have revenge when the culprit is untervention would be most unwise. It
covered.
TROUBLESOME STATE GIVES
Marwlck, who claims to be
would mean that the friendship and THINKS SUCH AN ORGANIZATION
MEN WHO RECOMMENDED
MINING MEN. SAY STATE WILL
something of a detective, is now on WARRANTS WILL BE ISSUED AT
trade of all the Latin American counOF GOING OVER TO
WOULD DO AWAY WITH THE
HAD BEEN LET OUT
BE BADLY HAMPERED IF PROthe trail and he stated this morning
ONCE, HOWEVER, AND ACCUStries would probably be permanently
THE CAUSE OF GOMEZ.
SAYS REPRESETATIVE.
RECURRING PANICS.
POSED
that
LAW
he expects to find some definite
CARRIES
lost to MS.
ED WILL BE ARRESTED
clue before night. Should the person
".Mexico is trying to solve the prob
guilty of taking or hiding the ball
THE U. S. TO GUARD BORDER lem of self government. The United MUST NOT BE POLITICAL LAW CHARGES OF GRAFT ARE
MADE IDAHO JOINS IN OBJECTION
repent and return the sephere before IRON WORKERS NOT WORRIED
States is in absolute ignorance of the
tomorrow night no questions will be
real sentiments of Latin Americans
STRICT NEUTRALITY WILL BE ENtoward our assumption of guardian NEW PLAN MUST BE WORKED PRIVATE ENTERPRISES ARE SAID UNION MEN AND OPERATORS ARE asked. Otherwise the law will take PRESIDENT AND
SECRETARY 8AY
its course and the guilty person will
FORCED ALONG THE RIO
TO HAVE TRIED TO "U6E"
OUT ALONG LINES OF
ship."
WORKING
TOGETHER
TO
THEY HAVE NO FEARS OF
be
run
from
no
matter
if
hiding
GRANDE VALLEY.
it is
NATURE.
GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS.
HOLD UP DUTIES
BEING IMPLICATED
necessary to hire members of the
Troops From Florida.
Pinkerton force to turn the trick. The
6. For the secFeb.
Pensacola,
Fla.,
Washington, Feb. 6. Another uprisWashington, Feb. G. "It is my
Washington, Feb. 6. A new situaDenver, Colo., Feb. 6. A statewide cue ball must be found no matter
ond time within 12 months two, comIndianapolis, Feb. 6. Thirty-thre- e
that money panics have brought tion in the department of agriculture, protest against the reduction of
ing in Mexico is impending, according
tariffs Where it is or how it got there.
nidictments, moat of them said to be
to official dispatches received here panies of the coast artillery stationed more losses and suffering to the Amer closely resembling the famous Mc- - on
lead and tungsten was
zinc,
againsti labor union officials, were re
which cast grave doubts on the loyalty at Fort Barrancas received orders to- ican people than all the wars in which Cabe-Dr- .
Wiley episode, was partly dis- formulated at a
GAS KILLS A FAMILY
of the com
to entrain lor the Mexican borday
turned by the federal grand jury to- of General Orozco to President Madero
have been engaged, barring alone closed at a hearing before the commit- - mittee on mines meeting
they
and mining of the
Philadelphia, Feb. 6. Five persons day as the result of the
ioned here are rerng recruited to
stal
government's
and intimate that in withdrawing from
the loss of life and limb," said Repre-- tee on expenditures in tne department Denver Chamber of
Commerce when a a father, mother and three children, investigation of the
full war strength in anticipation
con
dynamite
Juarez with the garrison of that place the
sentative Edward B. Vreeland of New of agriculture when a decision was subcommittee of five was
appointed to were found dead in their home here spiracy.
to Chihuahua Orozco is about to beYork, vice chairman of the National reached to begin an early investiga- draft resolutions
protesting against today, having been asphyxiated by gas
(Continued on Page Four)
District Attorney Miller announced
gin a new rebellion and declare the
Monetary Commission, in the house to- tion into the office of experiment sta- the proposed reduction and
arrange during the night. A family living next later that only 32 of the indictment
day.
independence of the state of Chihua
tions, relating principally to the prop- for the sending of a delegation to door also were overcome but were
pertained to the dynamite conspiracy
Mr. Vreeland endorsed the plan of osition to drain the Florida ever
hua. Army circles are again agitated
Washington to represent Colorado's revived. The victims were natives of one true bill
being in any case not
and preparations for immediate action SERVICE OF PRAISE
currency reform suomitted to congress glades.
mining indiusitries before the finance Poland.
to le made known.
are renewed.
by the monetary commission as the
Representative Frank Clark of Flor- committee of the senate when that
The number and the names of the
The whole state of Chihuahua is
FOR KINO'S KETURN most effective method of doing away ida charged that Chief Engineer C. G. committee has its hearing on metal
defendants
were ordered to be held
now reported to be in revolt against
with panics, providing an elastic sys- Elliott and his assistant, A. D. More- schedule.
BLUMENDERG TESTIFIES
secret pending arrests. It is undertem of national currency and remov- house, who had made adverse reports
the Madero government. The state
Samuel D. Nicholson of Leadville,
stood warrants are to be issued im
assembly is expected to meet today CATHEDRAL OF ST. PAUL WAS ing the financial structure from con on the drainage of the everglades, had in
the committee, declaraddressing
BEFORE
THE
mediately. Not onjty members of
COMMITTEE
trol
and it is expected a declaration of
and
THE SCENE OF INTERESTING
monopoly by special interests been dismissed from the department ed the
reduction
in
McNamara's
tariffs
on
metals
"dynamiting crew" but
or by certain restricted localities.
CEREMONIES TODAY.
on technicalities involving a transfer mined in
independence will be issued.
also men who are said to have knowl
Colorado would mean a great
"Our banking and currency system of government funds from one account
Representatives here of the national
loss to the state, and loss to the min- TELLS WHAT HE KNOWS OF THE edge of what McNamara did with
and dangerous and to another. The chief accountant of
London, Feb. 6. A national thanks- is antiquated
government are said to be without
men of various
money at his disposal are believed to
NOTES TAKEN BY STENOGof the state
ing
support, and afraid to appeal to Mexico giving service to commemorate the should be radically reformed," he de- the office, Mr. Slngieton, also has who have invested camps
have been indicted.
RAPHER
SHERIDAN.
sums
of
large
"We have nad the money been dismissed.
City tot help, fearing any Jfagerapt to safe return of King George and Queen clared.
This action was money in modern
Former associates of J. J. McNamachinery for the
send , loyTWjtrocps into ChRuahua to ..lary from India ua !iii truing in punics on art average of about once in based on the
opinion of Solicitor Mo reduction of the ores.
6. Wlien M12ton mara in the office of the International
Feb.
Washington,
enforce the decrees of the Madero St. Paul's cathedral. Their majesties ten years for the past half century. In Cabe who also acted in the Dr. Wiley
W. Blumenberg was recalled before Association of the Bridge and Strucgovernment would precipitate blood- with the Prioess ot- Wales and Prhi the opinion of the economists and fin case.
the Lorimer investigating committee tural Iron Workers, received the
shed. The state of Chihuahua borders cess Mary, the Queen Mother Alexan- anciers, these panics are entirely un
Representative Clary asserted that
Idaho Joins in Protest
today, Attorney Healy led him to say news of the indictments without suron Texas, its separation from Mexico dria and other members of the royal necessary."
private Interests exploiting Florida
that he was not familiar with condi prise. Both Frank M. Ryan, the
Mr. Vreeland pointed out that for- lands had used officials of the departwould be a matter oi aeep concern to family drove to St. Paul's through a
Wallace, Idaho, Feb. 6. Following tions under which Stenographer Sheri- president and Herbert S. Hockln, the
the United States. Officials here are chilly, damp fog and deep slush. eign countries did not have such dis- ment of agriculture to further their the reduction yesterday of 25 cents dan had made the notes for the pri- secretary-treasure- r
said they knew
watching developments with great in- Nevertheless, immense crowds stood turbances with their enormous loss to schemes and that one company alone per hundred pounds in the price of vate detective. In order to form an the direction of the investigation, befinancial, commercial and Individual had sold millions of dollars worth of lead, mine operators of the Coeur opinion of their
terest.
aiong the streets and cheered the pr
genuineness, he said, cause the assocaition's records wen?
D'Alene district prepared today to It was not necessary to know the con- evidence before the grand jury.
So complete are the military prep- cflt'f.'cn, which consisted of five car interests and their depressing effect land that was now under water.
upon business activities. "The plan
Chief Accountant Singleton, it was protest to congress against reduction ditions.
"But we have maintained right
arations that it is said nothing re- rlages and an escort of household
as it passed slowly toward the for the national reserve association, saia at the department, haa been in- of the tariff on lead and znc. Labor
mains to be done but to send one mes"Could not Sheridan have taken along," said Hockin, "that nobody In
proposed- - in the monetary commis- definitely suspended
this office was concerned with Mo
and not dis- unions throughout the dlstdlct an- down short, explosive remarks in
sage to every department army head- city.
long
sion's
The
of
report, would effectively solve missed as were Elliott and Morehouse. nounced today they would join in the hand?" asked
to
the
Namara in his dynamiting."
insure
in
and
the
Archbishops
Canterburry
country
quarters
Healy.
Attorney
Part of the Indictments are known
prompt assemblage of a sufficient num- York with 19 bishops and many other the problem that has long confronted Solicitor McCabe, it is said, has turned protest with the operators. Operators
would
be of
"Yes, but his report
ber of troops on the Mexican border clergy, received the king and queen the United States," he saia. "The re- over to the department of justice all declare that the present situation is no value." Senator L,ee asked why to be against men who met Ortie E.
to prepare the United State for any on the steps of the cathedral. A pro- form of our banking and currency sys- papers involved in the alleged finan the most serious since 1907 when Blumenberg wanted more time to ex- McManlgal in Detroit in June, 1907,
emergency that might arise there to cession was then formed which tem must be kept out of politics," de- cial irregularities for such action as scores of properties were closed down. amine the note when he had said on and induced him, because of his fam"There Is no might be desired regarding prosecuprotect property of Americans along marched down the center aisle toward clared Mr. Vreelan
Saturday night that he was convinced iliarity with explosives gained while
in a stone quarry, to become
the line. The plans of the general the altar. There were more than five present division between parties upon tions.
they were "manufactured." The wit- working
The this subject. It should be studied
It Is said an engineer formerly in
staff, prepared for a minute's action thousand in the
ness wanted time to find reasons to a regular member of the McNamaras'
BANKS
In just such an event, were spread service consisted of the national an- from a scientific and economic stand- the employ of the department who re- ALBUQUERQUE
convince a layman, the general ap- "dynamiting crew."
than
rather
from
rethe
on
Te
the
point
Other indictments are believed to
five
and
the
of
them,
Deum,
standpoint
ported favorably
prayers
out at tie headquarters today
drainage proof the notes had been enougli
pearance
newed instructions to await marching general thanksgiving and the hallelu- of partisan politics."
ject and afterward resigned to enter
ARE CONSOLIDATED to convince him as an expert, he said. be against men who met McManlgal
in Boston and showed him where to
private practice in Florida, had made
orders were flashed to army command- jah chorus.
Blumenberg declared that he was
Then came a short address by the
the charges on which the recent disthe explosives which blew up part
ers at points from which troops can
put
not suffering on Saturday night from
OIL COMPANIES TO
missals at the department had been FIRST NATIONAL AND BANK OF a nervous breakdown. He denied he of an opera house there March 27,
Archbishop of Canterburry after which
be quickly mobilized.
based. There was a hint of supFrankly admitting the gravity of all stood and sang with him "Now,
had overworked. Some of his friends 1909 and who afterwards went with
COMMERCE MERGED INTO
CUT LARGE MELONS pressed reports in the department and
the stiuation, officials here are insist- Thank We All Our God."
had suggested such might have been him to Springfield, Mass., and showed
ONE INSTITUTION.
The Westminster city council pre
the committee on expenditures deent that nothing more is contemplated
the cause of his sensational outburst him where to blow up part of a
at this stage than to make the border sented an address of welcome to th- SUBSIDIARY CONCERNS OF THE cided that an early investigation was
before the committee. ,He denied building and also who escorted him
News was received here this afterdemanded.
patrol strong enough for legitimate king and queen In Trafalgar Square,
STANDARD TO ISSUE STOCK
that he was intoxicated. Repeatedly to New York, Hoboken, N. J., and
to the effect that the First Nanoon
while the city of ixmdon dignitaries
purposes.
AS DIVIDENDS
he refused to say if he regretted his Jersey City where he did a "job" In
1909 and 1910; men who met
tional Bank and the Bank of Com- action.
There is no intention to send a received their majesties at Temple
in
INDICTMENTS
NOLLE PROSSED
fintwo
of
Bar
across
with
is
the
Cleveland
in July, 1910 and arranged
line
ancient
soldier
the
It
merce,
preceremony
Albuquerque's
largest
ex
single
New York, Feb. 6. Preparations are
As Blumenberg was finishing his
Mich., Feb. 6. When the
Detroit,
poimed out that to do so would be senting to the king the city's pearl said to be making whereby the Stand- government's criminal case against ancial Institutions, have been united. amination, Chairman Dillingham again for an explosion at Akron, Ohio, and
men who took charge of him when
equivalent to a declaration of war. sword.
ard Oil Company of Indiana will next the
bath tub trust was called The resulting institution will be called asked him if he meant any disrespect
which would require action of conmonth slice a melon of $29,000,000 ir. today in the United States district the First National Bank and will be to any members of tse committee on he arrived at Peoria, 111., to blow up
places there.
gress. It is felt there must be a force
NEW SCHOOL OF JOURALISM.
stock.
The company is one of the court, the government nolle prossed the strongest banking house in New Saturday nignt. He denied It.
will have a
Mexico. The new
ann
Another indictment is said to deal
of American troops on the border to
New York, Feb. t. The Pulitzer former 33 subsidiaries of the Standard the indictments
the
Win-fielA
of
grand jury investigation
against W. C.
man who after Mcprevent the indiscriminate crossing of School of Journalism at Columbia Uni- Oil Company of New Jersey. The
of Warren, O.; J. J. Mahoney, capital stock of $300,000 and a' surplus perjury allegations in connection with with a Chicago
-wn
of
the line by other revolutionaries or versity will be opened for the first
$100,000.
ked
Manlgal
by dynamite an
the testimony of McGowan, Bailey
meeting of She Indiana companj of Chattanooga, Tenn.; George W.
iron
works
in
South Chicago
government forces snould the threat- lecture next September, according to will be held on March 7 at Whiting Frauzheim, of
Naofficers
of
plant
the
The
a!
First
the
at
was
present
and
Sheridan
W.
Va., and
proposed
Wheeling
ened secession of the state of Chi- ar announcement by the Columbia Indiana, and stockholders will be ask Bert O.
tional bank still continue in the same ernoon session by Senator Kenyon. No in February, 1911, handed him an enof the
Tllden,
secretary
huahua result in hostilities. The neu- trustees. It will not be possible to ed, it is
velope containing $160 with the recapacity for the new bank. They are : action was taken.
Lead company of New York.
said, to vote am increase of
mark, "there's money in that"
Men
trality laws will be enforced to the have the building that is being con- $29,000,000 in the company's capital,
The nolle prosse actions reduced Joshua S. Raynolds, president; M. W.
letter.
who were traced as having helped ia
structed ready much before Septem- which is at present $1,000,000. The tin number of defendant to 13 firms Flournoy, vice president; Frank
OF
FRAUD.
CHARGES
ber, 1913, but the work of the school additional $29,000,000 will Itihen be and 24 individuals. The trial was then
cashier; R. A. Frost, assistant
Washington, Feb. ' 6. Changes of causing explosions at Omaha. Neb,
Guards Desert Penitentiary.
will be begun in the various other turned over to the stockholders, it is adjourned to 2 p. m. because of the cashier. Solomon
Luna president of fraud in the award of army shoe con- Erie, Fenna., Davenport, Iowa, Per- El Paso, Texas, Feb. 6. A Chihua- academic buildings on Morningwide
gen orally reported, as a stock dividend
of the defendants coming the Bank of Commerce will be vice tracts were renewed in the house to- thamboy, N. J., Pelham, N. Y., and
hua special to the Herald says the Heights.
in Ohio, where 20 ex
of 290 per cent.
Shortly after the to Detroit on a delayed train from president of the now bank as will day. A resolution authorizing the com- many points
guards at the state penitentiary have
Willard S. Strickler, the present vice mittee on war department expendi- plosions occurred, are said to be
dissolution of the Standard Oil Com-- New York.
deserted their posts and have jailed
HOTEL TO BE REMODELED.
president The boards or directors tures to investigate the hooks of the
nany of New .Temev. sharea of t,ha
after
the director, Rafael Rembao,
Salt Lake City, Feb. 6. The Knuts- - Indiana company sold as low as $1,400
of the two institutions will be unite government arsenal at Philadelphia
The charge of concealment
of
LOST. BOY RETURN8
which they took to the hills to join ford hotel, known for 20 years to trav-- . ani
Chicago, Feb. 6. Antonio Maggiore, Into one, having the same member was passed by a vote of 1C9 to 105. knowledge of the guilt of others is
yesterday the shares were quoted
Rojas.
elers from all parts of the world as at $4,000 bid $4,500 oeked.
said to have been brought to bear in
Jr., 13 years old, for whom the police ship, for the new bank. Harry W.
Government officials in Chihuahua one of the principal hotels of Salt
connection with the $1,000 allowed
A SPORTY PRINCESS
There is a crowing belief that the have been searching since January Kelly of this city is a director of the
&ay the Madero regime there is dead Lake City, was turned over to conIndiana melon cutting is only the be- 28 on the suspicion that he had been Bank of Commerce. It is thought the
Ottawa, Ont, Feb. 6 The Princess monthly to J. J. McNamara as
and that the state government is ready tractors today and will be remodeled
of the International Asginning of a number of capital in kidnaped, appeared at his home in new bank wiH occupy the rooms now Patricia of Connaught has given a
to be turned over to Emilio Vasquez a.3 a department stare.
creases among the Standard's subsi the North side Italian colony today. held by the First National bank on the great impetus to skiing which has sociation of Bridge and Structural
Gomez.
diaries whose capital only nominally The boy told the police he left home corner of Second street and Gold ave- virtually jumped into first place pop- Iron Workers for which he was re
FIVE MINERS KILLED
nue. Four of the clerks employed by ularity as a winter sport The prin- quired to give no accounting.
of his own volition.
represent the value of the assets.
To 8end Artillery.
the Bank of Commerce will go to the cess arrived in Rockcliffe Park a few
Pittsburgh, Pa., Feb. 6. Five minSavannah, Ga., Feb. 6. Telegraphic ers were killed today in the wreck
new bank. The new institution is days ago with a complete skiing outBIG FACTORY BURNED
GIGANTIC GAME RESERVE.
MURDER AT SILVER CITY
instructions received today at Fort of an Interarban electric car near
New Orleans, Feb. 6. Marsh Island, headed by some of the best men in fit which she brought from Sweden
Moline, HI., Feb. 6. Fire this morn- El Paso, Tex., Feb. 6. Mrs. Bessie
Screven, Tybee Islana, Ga., from the Coultervllle, Pa. While running at a, lng destroyed the plant of the Barnard covering 73,000 acres in VermiHion the banking business in the entire and promptly astonished score? of Potter was found dead near her home
war department, are for the one hun- high speed the car jumped the track land Lea Manufacturing company, Bay, Iberia parish, has been purchased southwest and a brilliant future can novices
by taking with ease, the long In Silver City, X. T, this moinin?.
dred and sixteenth, one hundred and and went over a 200 feet embank- one of the largest builders of flour by Mrs. Russel Sage or New York and be predicted for it The news of the river hill, down to the Ottawa river Her head had been crushed with a
com- ment
twenty-firs- t
and seventy-fourtThe car contained 20 miners milling machinery in the United is to be offered to the United States consolidation of the two banks has and the difficult dip at the finish. Her stone. Tom Stewart, a white man,
States. The loss is estimated
at government as a game preserve, ac- caused considerable surprise through- participation in the sport has insured and Philip Smith, a negro, are unler
panies of coast artillery to get camp on their way to work. All the
were more or less injnred.
$500,000.
equipment and flelQ service, ready to
cording to information received here. out the state.
its popularity.
arrest.
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VISITS WOMAN ESCAPES

M'DONALD

UNIVERSITY OF
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SECRETARY
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HAND LETTER; OTH-
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DREADFUL
OPERATION
How She Was Saved From
Surgeon's Knife by Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.

MAY

TUESDAY,

FEBRUARY

BE NO CITY "BULL" DURHAM IS

ELECTIONS THIS

TO MANAGE THE

SPRING

GRAYS

6,

1912,

STATE SENATOR

BARTH, DEMOBILL
CRAT, TO INTRODUCE
PROVIDING FOR HOLDOVER

FORMER WESTERN LEAGUE STAR
WILL HAVE CHARGE OF ALBUQUERQUE AGGREGATION.

' 'The

K:a
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BBII

NEW
EVENING GOWNS
We

first two years
I was married I suffered so much from
female troubles and
bearing down pains
that I could not stand
on my feet long
enough to do my
work. The doctor
said I would have to
undergo an operation, but my husband
wanted me to try
Lydia E. Pinkham's
MogadoVe, Ohio.

OPTIC

"j

These are
have just received a line of the newest style models in Eveninfj dresses.
of unusual beauty, excellent quality and astonishingly low prices. $22.50 to 335.0O

NEWEST SILK NOVELTIES

Albuquerque, M. M., Feb. 6. If cerFans of this city will be glad to
tain possible constitutional limitations learn that the
Exclusive patterns in exquisite Silk Novelties have arrived. These include a number of
management of the Alcan be overcome, Isaac Barth, state
buquerque baseball club is likely, durattractive designs for the popular side drapery effects. Colors and patterns are of
senator, from this district, said today
ing the coming season to be in the
that he was in favor of putting hands of Jinimie "Bull" Durham, late
the Season's best. Quality unsurpassed.
through the legislature a bill post- of the Western league. This means
poning city elections for a year and two things that the Hon. Dan
then put in a bill making it possible
is to be thrown into the discard
for cities to have a commission form pile, for which
everybody here will
of government.
be pleased and that Albuquerque will
"As I am informed, we can not iass be
represented by a baseball club
We have just received a beautiful line of the Newest Novelties in Hair Ornaments and Imact in the legislature which will which the fans of that
any
city can
VegetableCompound
I
first I took three be effective for !)0 days. Now be
support With a club worported Leather Hand Bags. Come in and see them
bottles and it made me well and strong lieve that certain constitutional lim- thy the name at Albuquerque, strong
I itations can be overcome and a bill
and I avoided a dreadful operation.
aggregations at Dawson, Katun, Trininow have two fine healthy children, and
which make it possible for dad and Santa
passed
Fe, the Las Vegas fans
I cannot say too much about what Lydia
those cities desiring to do so to post- would turn to with a vim and organE. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound has
Mrs. Lee Manges, pone their city elections for a year. ize another superb club like the Madone for me."
If that can be done we can get a bill roons of 1911. There is no man who
R. F. D. 10, Mogadore, Ohio.
ROSENWALD
VICTOR
Why will women take chances with an through the legislature which will would put more ginger into baseball
operation or drag out a sickly, half- provide for a commission form of in the southwest than Jlmmie Durhearted existence, missing three-fourtTALKING
BLOCK
government, and then if we want a ham. Although he has signed with
of the joy of living, when they can find commission form we can
it into the Wichita Western league club it is
put
Pinkham's
health in Lydia E.
Vegetable effect one year from now.
said that Durham prefers to enter
MACHINES
PLAZA
Compound ?
"I bring the matter up at this time the
For thirty years it has been the stand
independent field.
166&
ard remedy for female ills, and has re- in order that public sentiment can be
The Albuquerque Herald says:
Lucira Receives Black Hand Letter stored
the health of thousands of women shown regarding it and I can get some
is to ave some baseAlbuquerque
ailidea as to what the feelings of the ball club this
Se.etary of State Antonio Lucein who have been troubled with such
year if the plans and
in the district I represent con- fortifications now
is in l ccipi of a lengthy, threatening ments as displacements, inflammation,
people
being prepared by
etc.
tumors,
irregularities,
ulceration,
cerning this matter are.
letter, written in tennis of abuse. It
YOUR SIDEBOARD STOCK
do
"Bull"
not go astray enDurham
to
If yon want special advice write
"It looks to me to be extremely
is in Spanish and typewritten.
Is
matter concerning which you
a
was
a
sensationwho
Co.
tirely. Durham,
(confLydia E. Piukhnm Medicine
foolish to hold an election this spring, al
The letter is written on ordinary idential)
Lyun, Mass. Tour letter will
pitcher three years ago, while with should give careful attention. We car,
ruled paper, i3
and be opened, read and answered by a pass a commission form of govern- Louisville and Minneapolis, and who ry the famous Sherwood Rye whiskey,
a punile ribbon is used. It is the woman and held i"j strict confidence. ment act and then try to put in a reached the height of his career when properly aged and best suited for
commission 90 days later when it be- he was
work of some man of intelligence and
purchased from Minneapolis family use. We also carry a splendid
comes effective.
seems to be by some one who uses
York Nationals for $6,000, line of wines and champagnes. Fam
the
New
by
Recruits for Penitentiary
"1 understand, however, that there
the legal turn of phrases. The letter
has decided that he would like to ily trade accorded our special attenFive prisoners were received at the is a grave question as to whether or
warns the secretary of state that he
make his home in Albuquerque and tion. Goods delivered. The Opera
will be caught in the trap he has set state penitentiary Saturday, making not the legislature could extend the believes that he can make the best of Bar, Charles Farley, proprietor.
for others and that while fortune has a total of 351 now doing penance at terms of office of the present incum-benut- his time while here in organizing a
and as to whether, if a city ball club. Durham, rt will be rememsmiled on him thus far, a reverse is the institution. The prisoners just
MINISTER'S TRIAL POSTPONED.
in store for him.
The letter winds received are: James Kennedy, sen- election were held, putting officials in bered, got a bad shoulder after he
Pittsburg, Pa., Feb. 6.The trial of
tenced
for life for murder, brought office for a given term, we could put
up in English with: "A hint to the
was bought by McGraw, and never Rev. W. D. McFarland, which was to
wise is sufficient." Secretary Luoero in from Silver City by Deputy Sheriffs them out with a special election for a pitched a game for the Giants. He have commenced today, has been post
Moore and Jose Montez; Carlos Brito, commission form of
Some habits one should want to break and
is much mystified by the missive.
government.
came west to Albuquerque last year to poned until next month at the request
one to two years, for larceny; Amado
"I desire to give the matter public
all
bad habits are bad to keep.
of
an
the
defense.
rid of rheumatism and has
Mcrarland,
aged
Owen Election Contest
Zamora, two to three years, for burg- ity now in order that those interested get
acis
United
lived
minister,
since.
here
He
Presbyterian
is
he
says that
The Owen-VaStone election con- lary; George W. Ford, one year and in city government in this distrct can
The Want Ad. Habit is the best all round
cused of causing the death of his fortest came up yesterday afternoon in f500 fine for larceny; W. H. Brown communicate with me regarding their now in good shape.
good habit anyone can have.
"Bull" got out today with a ball mer secretary, Elsie D. Coe, by means
the district court before Judge E. C. one year and $300 fine, for larceny. views on the subject."
and glove and went into spring train of a criminal operation.
Abbott on preliminary motions.
The last four named were brought in
Anyone who will read each day The Optic
He didn't go south very far;
ing.
The rule was dimlssed because of from Torrance county by Sheriff In
Want Ad. page with a purpose to select the
BE
HOPPE VERSUS 8UTTON.
MODERN
m
in fact, he went over to Traction pari,
an error "in form, for as formulated V lius Meyer.
New York, Feb. 6. Billiard enthu- in old town.
best opportunity that he may find and then
Send your washing away1 from the
raised the question of riglit to tt
siasts are looking forward with keen "This New Mexico sunshine is good house and be freed of the annoyance
follows up the "lead," will surely get quick
Supreme Court
office by botli Owen and Van Stone,
The state supreme court met at 10 interest to the 18.2 championship enough for me," saif the Bull. "1 of wash day smells and troubles. The
success.
while in quo warranto only the righ. o'clock this
at the capitol. match between Willie Dieppe and don't need any of that Texas weather Las Vegas Steam laundry does family
morning
to the offica of the alleged usurper is Justices Parker and Hanna were
The Want Ad. Habit is the one habit that
pres George Sutton, whios Is to be played or California weather either, as long washing as well as fancy washing.
questioned. Upon stipulation Jhe mat- ent while Judge E. C. Abbott sat on tomorrow night at the Hotel Astor. as the sun still shines."
will help people to get what they want when
Tvery day is wash day there no mater went over to Wednesday when a the bench in the
ter
how much H rains or snows, 'ihe
of Chief Justice It will be the second time within six
of
club
a
they want it.
place
ball
Speaking
organizing
correct form will be argued and sub- C. J.
Roberts, disqualified. Case No. months that these two noted cue ex for Albuquerque, Durham said that he w:k Is done by experts, too. Try it
mitted.
Telephone your Want Ads. to The Optic.
1424, territory of New Mexico, appel- perts have contested for the champion is of the opinion that Albuquerque will once and be convinced.
In
title.
the
in
match
Board of Equalization
ship
previous
lee, vs. Jose Casimiro Montoya, apsupport of first class team a team
The state board of equalization met pellant, appeal from the district court this city last November Uoppe suc that will draw the crowds at home and CANADIAN LUMBERMEN MEET.
ceeded in easily defeating the veteran abroad.
It is Durham's plan to sign Ottawa, Ont., Feb. 6. The Cana
yesterday afternoon at the capitoL rf Chaves county, was submitted cn
was
Sutton.
The
held its
latter
disappointed
all
No.
utili'
briefs.
Case
the
1428. Mark White,
public
up a number of his old pals who will dian Lumbermen's association
Representatives of
ties corporations operating in the appellant, vs. Citizens Bank appellee, by his showing and challenged again. be willing to take things easy for the annual meeting in the capital today.
state were represented by their tax appeal from the district court of In his practice work the past few next season and worK in Albuquer- Nearly all of the members will remain
Union county, argued and submitted. weeks Hoppe has displayed excellent que at salaries that will be adjusted in the city to take part in the big conagents.
vention of the Canadian Forestry asThe new board will go over the tax In the latter H. E. Lutz, an attorney form and he expresses confidence in to suit local conditions.
HOW'S THIS?
You are probably aware that pneuvalues set by the retiring board and of Denver, appeared before the court his ability to retain his title.
"I am in the field for a good team sociation, which is to begin Its sesWe offer One Hundred Dollars
monia always results from a cold, but
make such changes as it deems expe- Upon the completion of the business
I have sions tomorrow.
said
"and
if
strong,"
Durham,
for any case of Catarrh that you never heard of a cold resulting la
MISSIONARY CENTENNIAL.
cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh pneumonia when Chamberlain's
dient, so as to meet the increased ex given the court adjourned until 10
of AlbuA number of the support of the people
Cough
Mass., Feb.
Salem,
DAY
HOG'S
GROUND
Cure.
o'clock tomorrow morning.
pense of a state government.
Remedy was used. Why take the risk
noted religious educators, divines and querque, will show them some baseThe ground hog will come out of
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
when
this
had
be
for a
may
remedy
Co Operative Stream Measurement
Regent of Blind Asylum
missionaries took part in a celebra- ball, this season."
We, the undersigned, have known trifle? For sale by all druggists.
his hole Friday and determine whethThat the large Irrigation companies tion held here today to conmemorate
Governor McDonald late yesterday
er there is to be several more weeks F. J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
believe him perfectly honorable in all
afternoon appointed J. ll Lawson oi fh'd looporatlon with the territorial the one hundredth anniversary of the
of winter. Whichever way he decides business transactions,
SISTER KAROLA
How to cure a cold is a question in
and financially
Alamogordo, a member of the board er.cinetr's office to their advantage 'n ordination of Samuel Nott, Gordon
it will be necessary for you to pur- able to carry out obligations made by which many are interested just now.
of trustees of the New Mexico Asylum the recording of stream flow Is dem Hall, Samuel Newelt, Luther Rise and Of St. Vincent's
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy has
firm.
Orphanage, of Santa chase coal regularly for some time for his
won its great reputation and immense
for the Blind at Alamagordo, vice cnstrated by their willingness to in Adoniram Judson, who were the first
The Coors Lumber NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE,O sale
Fe, N. M., Writes Letter Which
purposes.
heating
by its remarkable cure of colds.
Toledo,
W. A. Hawkins, resigned. Lawson is stall automatic gauges at their own foreign missionaries sent out by any
handles
Yankee
be
the
of Great Interest to Skin
coal;
company
May
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken in- It can always be depended upon. For
an attorney who was a member of the expense under the supervision of American religious body. The cenbest for heating and cooking use.
ternally, acting directly upon the sale by all druggists.
Sufferers of this City
who State Engineer C. D. Miller. The Clark tennial exercises were held In the
blood and mucous surfaces of the sys
constitutional convention, and
tem.
Testimonials sent free. Price
had been nominated for attorney Land and Investment company is the Tabernacle church, where the five
NEW GYMNASIUM DEDICATED
St. Vincent's Orphanage
AN EPIDEMIC OF COUGHING
75 cents per bottle. Sold by all DrugG.
new
The
Feb.
Mass.,
general by the democratic State con- last to contribute $150 for the latest youngi men were ordained February 6
Springflield,
Is sweeping over the town. Old and
Santa Fe, N. M.
gists.
This
designed
gauge.
pro1812.
name.
his
vention but withdrew
company's
gymnasium of the International Young
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti young alike are affected, and the
August 2, 1911
ject is located on the Delaware river
strain is particularly hard on little
I find that the D. D. P. Prescrip- Men's Christian Association Training patlon.
children and on elderly people. Foley's
in Eddy county. Engineer Miller has
HARDWARE DEALERS.
has stopped the spread of conta- school was dedicated this afternoon
tion
Honey and Tar Compound is a quick
Atlantic City, N. J., Feb. 6. A large
Sound Sleep of Good Health
pointed out that the knowledge of
out children. They are with interesting exercises. Dr. Lu- Is The
kid- safe and reliable cure for all coughs
not
from
for
those
stream flow is at the basis of the pros- attendance marked the opening here gion among
suffering
colds. Contains no opiates,
o
slowly but surely getting cured. Some ther Halsey Gulick, director of the ney ailments and irregularities. The and
G. Schaefer and Red Cross
perity of the state, and that a fuller today of the annual convention of the of the
Drug Co.
had the worst forms Sage Foundation,' was one of the prin- prompt use of Foley Kidney Pills will
orphans
development cannot be expected with- Pennsylvania Hardware Dealers' i
dispel backache and rheumatism, heal
of scalp and skin disease. I shal! be cipal speakers.
out the record of the amount of water sociation. The convention will last
and strengthen sore, weak and ailing
A niece Of Annuel Hamnan
to recommend D. D D. Pre.;,u
....... HIa A Willi
pleased
kidneys, restore normal action, and Chamberlain's Liniment
three days.
8HOE REPAIRING
Women who bear children and re- available for irrigation purposes.
and bound on
I shad
be
scription
M.
health
Mrs.
everywhere.
and
with
it
strength.
to the affected
Shoe repairing Is important and F.
is superior to any
main healthy are those who prepare
Spalsbury, o.erling. 111., says: "I plaster. Whenparts
only to glad if my word will be the
GOLF AT PIMEHURST.
troubled with lame
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should
done
MEET.
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their systems in advance of baby's
right
suffered
in
particularly
back
and
my
great
pain
means of some poor sufferer finding
Pinehurst, N. C., Feb. 6. Auspicious
Green Bay, Wis., Feb. 6. With Govcould not sleep at night, and back or pains in the side or chest
Unless the mother aids
coming.
not merely relief but a cure from (he welt soled shoes which when repaired kidneys,
give it a trial and you are certain to
not
could
raise my hands over my be
work the crisis conditions attended the beginning: of ernor McGovern,
nature in its
should be sewed. Our eelctric driven
Hoard ube ot this
more than pleased with the
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head.
two
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Kidbottles
deremedy.
in
here
the eighth annual and other persons of note on the proplay
finds her system unequal to the
today,
relief which it affords. Sold prompt
stitcher and Champion finish- ney Pills cured me." O. G.Foley
Fleming
bv all
D.
D.
One
case
Schaefer
D.
t
cured ie child
mands made upon it, and she is often St. Valentine's golr tournament for gram, the members of the Wisconsin
druggists.
whose eyebrows were entirelv eaten er equals hand work, leaving the shoe and Red Cross Drug Co.
left with weakened health or chronic men. The tournament will continue Buttermakers' association rounded
flexible and retaining the shape as
up
No remedy is so truly a until
ailments.
avay. Her nose and lips ha l become when
and will be followed in this city today for what
Saturday
If you want to get the want you
to
new, costs less and wears Just A WARNING AGAINST WET FEET.
promises
Now her eyebrows
Help to nature as Motners rnena, next week by the annual St. Valenbe the best convention ever held by badly cisfigured.
as long. Hedgcock's.
ana chilled feet usually affect want to get, you want to get your
wet
and no expectant mother should fail
are
growing, and her nose and face
the mucous membrane of the nose, want In a want getter. The
the organization. One or the features
to use it. It relieves the pain and tine's tournament for women.
Optic
have resumed their natural expresthroat and lunes and la srlnw hrnn. wants you to
of the three days' meeting Is an elabdiscomfort caused by the strain on
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normal
result.
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may
again.
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the ligaments, makes pliant and elas
to get. Try the ' Want Ada" and see.
orate exhibition of dairy products and
St.. Louis, Mo., Feb. 6. A party ot watcn
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careruiiy, particularly
Respectfully yours,
Iowa City, la., Feb. 6. The Univer- machinery.
tic those fibres and muscles which
40 members of the St. Louis Business children, and for the
stubracking
SISTER KAROLA.
nature is expanding, prevents numb- sity of Iowa is entertaining for two
FoIav'o TTnneir onri
Men's league, many of them accom- born COUehs
ness of limbs, and soothes the inflam days the fifth annual conference of
So confident are we that the D. D.
Tar Compound.
It soothes the inFOR RENT
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left
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families,
by
panied
today
mation of breast glands. The system church workers in
D. Prescription will reach your case
flamed membranes, and heals the
Two nicely furnished front rooms,
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Columbus,
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Panama.
party
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trip
being thus prepared by Mother's President Hill of
cough quickly. Take no substitute. with electric
the University ot from various parts of the state attend- too that if the very first full size bo- from New Orleans tomorrow and will O.
lights and bath,
G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
Friend dispels the fear that the crisis
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do
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claimed
518 Sixth street.
Dr.
exactly
Co.
Shailer Mathews of the ee, the annual meeting of the Ohio NaMother's Missouri,
return to St. Louis on March 2.
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it will not cost you a cent. Drop lh
Friend assures a speedy and complete Universilty of Chicago, President
tural Gas association at the Crittenlet us tell you more about this
and
of Depauw University, Rev. den hotel today. .1. M. Garard of this
recovery for the mother, and she is
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DELICIOUS STEAK8
How Cold Affects the Kidneys
left a healthy woman to enjoy the Henry W. Foote of Boston and a numgreat remedy D. D. D. We can let The Las Vegas Mercantile company
The world is growing wiser every
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presided.
Avoid taking cold If your kidney
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San Francisco, Feb. 6. Henry W.
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g conference.
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and even
Write for our free
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today
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gestions of a helpful nature.
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nature Is on eaou box. ?Sc.
quick in results. O.
months' tour of the world.
85 cents or two and one-haVegas Mercantile company's store.
per pound.
BRADF1ELD REGULATOR CO., AtluU, Ga.
for $1.
G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Co.
Santa Pe,

Governor
W. C. McDonald went to Albuquer
que today to attend the meeting of
the board of regents of the Univer
eltof New Mexico. The board will,
it is understood, pass on important
questions. The governor said that his
visit was made simply that he may
come In touch with the affairs of the
institution and not for any influence
he might exert iu the selection of a
new president. "That's up to the
board," he said.
When asked about the appointment
of a new board o regents he said
that his visit had nothing to do with
opiK)intments of any kind.
"I shall not accept the resignation
of Mr. Clancy, and have no one in
view as a possible successor. The
new board will be appointed at the
proper time. The board that I will
appoint will be a thoroughly representative one from every section of
tlie s tate."
N. M., Feb. 6.
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the restraint

his prosperous cooperage business
wee totally destroyed by the floods
of 1903 and he went back to Iowa
and took up new business. When
the National Drainage congress was
organised last December, for the purthe
pose of urging upon congress
need of draining and reclaiming the
millions of acres of swamp land scattered all over the country', and of
holding in check the disastrous floods
Mr. Roth saw bis chance to "get
even" with the thing that had destroyed his business nearly nine years
before. Aside from the fact that his
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IN-

principal witnesses for the complainant and will positively deny the iden
of White with Kimmel, as they
St. Louis, Mo., Feb. 6. - After nu- tity
had done in the former trials. Swln-nemerous postponements the now fatne New Mexico ranchman, who
mous Kimmel case, one of the most
seems to be the only one ready to atpuzzling cases of recent times, Involvtest Kiuimel's death, will be the star
ing a question of double identity, was witness of the
plaintiffs' side.
called for its third trial before the
I'nited States district court in this
FOR THE STOMACH
city today. The suit is by the receiver
Here's an Offer You Should not
for the Arkansas City, Kan., Farmers'
Overlook
State bank, of which George A. KimRexall Oyspepsia Tablets
remedy
mel was cashier when he disappeared
.stomooh troubles by aiding nature to
in July, 1898, against a prominent life
the elements the absence of
insurance company of New York, in supply
which in the gastic juices causes inwhich Kimmel was insured for $25,000.
and dysiiepsla. They atd the
At the first trial a verdict for S,000 digestion
stomach to digest food and to quickly
in favor of the plaintiff was given, but
convert it into rich red blood and mathe verdict was reversed later by the
terial necessary for overcoming naturcourt of appeals and the case remandal body waste.
ed for retrial. At the second trial
Carry a package of Rexall Dyspepsia
the jury disagreed.
Tablets in your vest pocket, or keep
The Kimmel case has been given them in your room. Take one after
wide publicity on account of the each
heavy meal and prove our asserstrange features which distinguished tion that Ittftjwtiflll will not bother
it. It hinges upon the question wheth- you.
er George A. Kimmel, the principal
We knenv what Rexall Dyspepsia
character in the case is really dead Tablet
are and what they will do.
as Is claimed by the plaintiff or alive, We i larantee them to relieve indl
as is asserted by the insurance com- gestion and dyspesia. If
they fail
pany, which has produced a man, for- we will refund your money. Three
merly a convict in the Auburn (N. Y.) sizes: 25 cents, 50 cents and $1.00.
penitentiary under the name of An- Remember, you can obtain Rexall
drew J. White, of whom it is claimed Remedies only at our store The Rexthat he is identical with George A. all Store. E. G. Murphey.
Kimmel.

George A. Kimmel was born in
Niles, Mich., in February, 1867. After

receiving his education In the public
schools of that city he entered the
employ of his uncle, Charles A. Johnson, a bank clerk. Later he engaged
In real estate
and Investments In
Oinnba, and still later he became cashier of the Fanners' Stnte Bank at
City. Knn. in July. 1898, while
cashier of that baiiK, Kimmel disap
peared, leaving a considerable short
age. After seven years, during which
time no trace of Kimmel could be
found, the Kimmel family attempted
to collect the $25,000 for which Kimmel had Insured his life a few
months before bis disappearance.
The ' insurance company, by no
means satisfied that Kimmel was actu
ally dead, started an Investigation and
on annuls Hticuueded In nndlng a prisoner in Auburn prison, who claimed
to be the missing George A. Kimmel,
with whom he had a remarkable re
semblance. The man had been livinar
in the state of New York under the
name of Andrew J. White and seemed
to have quite a criminal record, which
began in' 1904, when he was committed to the Erie county prison. He
served several sentences, the last, for
larceny, at the Auburn penitentiary.
For some reason White wac sent from
lAuburn to the Matreawan Hospital
for the Criminal Insane, but he obtained his release upon a habeas corpus.
Upon his release White was taken
to Niles, Mich., where, however, the
relatives of Kimmel refused to admit

FIRST JAPANESE

IN AMERICA

He Was a Shipwrecked Lad and Was

Brought to This Country
In

1841.

The first Japanese who ever came
to America as far as is known, was
lad,
Manjiro Nakahama, a
who was picked up by the captain of
an American fishing vessel in 1841,
twelve years before the coming of
Commodore Perry to Japan.
Nakahama with four companions
out into the ocean on a
Sad sailed
expedition, their boat had been
wrecked by a storm, and they were
finally washed ashore on a desert
Island In the northern Pacific. Three
months of dire privation were passed
on the Island before the little party
was rescued by the American vessel.
His companions were left in Hawaii,
but Nakahama, who became a great
favorite of the captain, was brought
to the United States and sent to a
New England school. And when Commodore Perry came to Japan, Nakahama was able to act as Interpreter In
the negotiations carried on between
the American envoys and the Jap
anese feudal government authorities.
Dr. Joklchl Takamlne in the Orien-

tal
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Eczema, Psoriasis, and all other diseases
of the skin has Riven more thorough
satisfaction than the
D. D. D. Prescription for Eczema
I guarantee this remedy.
K. D. GOODALL
East Las Vegas, N. M.

HEARING
ARKANSAS CITY BANK WANTS
SURANCE ON LIFE OF ITS
FORMER CASHIER.

6,

I will guarantee Ton to ttop that itch la two
aecondl. A 2a cant Dome will prove n.
No remedy that I have ever aold for
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of trade accomplished

by the pool of 1902 was carried, with
changes of method caused by various
government investigations,
prosecu-

tions and particularly the Orosscup
injunction of 1905, through the 19d7-1period covered by the Indictment.
A Host of Travelers
(
"Aparrade of 50 hours pissing the
is the graphic
Chicago city hall
comparison made of the, 175,000 men,
SONGS
to
women and children trasported
SUNG
IN
8YNAGOGUES
PROVED TO BE OF RATHER
western provinces from Atlantic sea
MODERN ORIGIN
ports last year by the Canadian Pacific railroad. This hypothetical parf ade was one "supposing" ail
aOrem
were
Chicago, Feb. 6. The upsetting of town sjate baf 1,000,000
wet
march inn in a single line 2
feet
overflowed
and
lands,
the tradition that the chant In Jew- - swamin
30 inches long
which
near
him
and
a
a
apart,
gave
taking
step
present
lsn synagogues of Chicago are the
same chant heard in the temple at interest in the proosed reclamation and traveling at the rate of three
Jerusalem in the days of Jeaus has' task. Mr. Roth remembered the old miles an hour. The assertion that
created a unique sensation. Stu- grudge against floods, gladly accept- called It forth was that more settlers
dents of music long have thought ed t the place on the executive com would be carried this year than ever
their education not complete without mil ee and is keeping his promise to before. "Not only does the rapidity
do all he can to 'help along the work with which passages are being bookhearing the chants of the modern sered cn the company's steamships Baivice in the synagogues and of late and make the next meeting of the
in New Orleans April 10 to ling from Britain point to a record
ongress
years the city synagogues have be- 13
a big event and flood reclamation traffic," says an official report, "but
come numerous and the attendance
a dominant national movement.
('. P. R. agents throughout Europe
for
Chicathe
orthodox Jews of
large,
to be Obsolete
Street
Cars
report that they are having moro ingo said New York number tens
of
Motor buses may relegate
street quiries from prospective new settlers
thousands. Therefore
many have ears to the same oblivion to which vith regards to Canadian affairs.
challenged the pronouncement of Pro the
horse, as a traction power,
many of those who took passLouis C. Elson, author of "Hissome years ago age to Britain during November ond
retired
tory ot American Music" and other when street cars first loomed
larne December of last year to pass Christworks, and a lecturer of the New Engon Chicago streets.
swift, mas: at their old homes are returning
Certainly
land conservatory of music when he
motor buses, eleganttly
unlike ai.d it will not be long before we are
said: "To realize what the music of quiet
the rattling old horse buses, have once more sending special train after
the Did Testament really was" we
bobbed up in numbers all at once social train westward carrying new
to Egyptian
lusi
w CT'iand have begun to run away with the settlers to their future homes. Gener"uivea, wnence so much of the Heo-te- traffic of the surface cars that are ally the big rush is
during the three
ritual was drawn. We have a
months of March, April and May." An
,00,1 example today near home in the
het M thft autQ show i'uportant feature of the colonization
(he
improvised chant of negroes at camp-a, Ix)ndon waR m woii; is that the new colonists brount
.nestings, the rythm of which is kept
but
of .Wrican oltieB cut to Canada have been carefully seogother by the 'clapping of hands' with her buses
the auto bus, lected. Nearly all of those carried
although
so often mentioned in the Bible. The
f!lpv addpd wow super8ede
my by the company last year seemed to
dances which David performed before
he in fairly comfortable circumstan,,orse.drawn sort. -- fc
not
the Ark were not dances in any mod- ces lor it is estimated that the new
the hw8e that u to
relegated,"
era sense of the word, but elaborate
said s M
tmtmn of the colonffts referred to brought into CanPantomime and gesture. Many of the Thoma8 H
comnany. ..The ada, with them, at the least $50,000,-- t
Jeffwy
ialms seem to have been written rtTBeB
00.
)n tne)r pregent foi.m of
tor dramatic performance, and tho
Loan Sharks Get Harvest
trollr8e wl olltllve the horse but ,hey
word Sola' which occurs in them
sojalso wll, Ra The experlment8 ll0w Bis harvesns for loan sharks of Chioften, is probably a signal for theiDeins miuU, Blow mftdwav ,
New cago, harvests that have driven men
musician to rest for a certain number; xolh de,,11nBtrate
that motor pas-o- and women to despernlion, ruin and
,
bars. Three kinds of songs were!oa.. .,.. .
even suicide, limn reunited from the
j
known in the Orient, the marriage
lower solve the transportation prob- law niimli' ,vi uutimployed
and
song, the harvest song and the lam lem fn the
big business centers. Thtso trotn the novel e winter, hut the worU
.
...
.11
I
ent.
n" u,,w mav w automobile cars nr able to an thwr of the lwal Mil society, which be
tound in the scriptures.
There is own way and avoid the obtfrie-tiofriends lh hautssed debtors against
between the
quite a resemblance
the tralley OBI variety. Chicago extort Ioiih, Is tioruming more widely
'sunning women' whom Jeremiah calls w'ii indorse this method of transpor known and is making inroads upon
iqion to weep for fallen Zion and the tation, because the loop system Mere the loan sharp rapacity. Victims of
keening; women' who used to Ik- a is so
can the ruthless "10 per ceuu a month"
tangled up. A motor
feature at wakes and funerals in the take its chance with other traf.ic and collectors uunibered 147 in
January,
west of Ireland." The controversy crawl
through places thar. are sur-- i some of the cases being beyond belief
letween the champions of the chants risingly crowded, while Lie ttreet Notwithstanding the great need the
of the synagogues aind Professor El-- car must
remain on the track and society has been poorly supported and
son centers upon his assertion that up- wait for a blockade to be raised. Of Its investigators, lawyers and execuon this subject the Bible and Hebrew course
absurd to claim tives have been handicapped by lack
)t woud
(
v
traditions are unreliable. "No ac-don Hwav of money. Many of the complaints
carB wl
munt tuf the nreoise time when music with
are made after weeks and month o
entirely."
was invented is at hand." lie said.
iKKassw.nl
Packers Plan a Coup
caused by the ex"It is mainly kncw at the time Another "coup" by the Chicago tortionate anxiety
rates, the penalties impos
of Moses the Hebrews had a music
lackers is indicated by the barometer ed when a payment Is tardy and a
which consisted apparently in a kind
pressure about Judge Carpenler'B tear that becomes a mania. Many
or recitative singing. court room where, the ten men are on of the loan offices' are run bv men
of chanting
Some knds of rude wind and string
trial, rumor having it that Levy Mayer and women whose business is known
instruments may have been used. of the staff of counsel
made
plans another as "banking." Investigations
Moses introduced the use of silver
like his attempt at the elev by legal aid societies in many cities
surprise
trumpets. Only under David and Sol- - enth hour to gel a
cor. show that in some cases borrowers,
of
onion, however, is Hebraic music un- pns. The net result of the first was under the lash of fear, pay their loans
derstood to have reached its acme to change
popular suspicion to a con- many times and still believe they are
of excellence and splendor.
David viction that
desperate measures were in debt as deeply as ever. In Chicahimself perfected the musical ar- needed on the
packers' behalf and go their cases are defended and setrangement of the temple service,
keen interest is expressed by friends tlements are made on a basis of 7
4,000 musicians
under 88P o the great
industry whether the per cent per annum. Overpayments
leaders who were to instruct them next coup will be
equal to the first. cannot be recovered and consequently
In singing and playing upon haris,
The government has announced that it borrowers have been warned not to
and cymbals.
will complete the direct evidence in pay the rates
demanded, which
Bloodless Vendetta
two or three weeks and then will amount in some recorded cases to
A bloodless vendetta against nature come the "coup." For according to several hundred pen- - cent per annum.
that is a sequel to the Hood in Kansas Mr. Mayer, with the main framework Most of the loans are made In ex
City a few years ago has explained, of the government's case now before tremity to pay emergency demands of
in a letter to Chicago headquarters, the court nothing has been proved death or illness but the borrowers or
the work of the Iowa member of the beyond the fact that the packers are their endorsers have been known to
National Drainage congress, Ed. I engaged in the sale of fesh beef and keep paying for ten years even when
The the principal sum was small.
Hoth of Ottumwa. In a communica- that they buy and kill cattle.
tion from him to Edmund T. Per- eovernment says that with the pre
Nebraska City, Neb., has adopted
kins, acting president of the drain- sentation of a few more corroborating
the
commission plan.
will
details
have
it
that
Mr.
Roth
related
established
that
age congress,
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HOPE TO RESTORE HER VOICE
St. Louis Physicians Are Trying Suggestive Therapeutics on Young
Girl Who Cannot Speak.
By humoring her in the belief that
she has a sore throat and a pain In
her lungs, surgeons at the city hospital hope to restore to Miss Ada
Decker, seventeen years old, the use
of her voice, which she has lost. The
treatment is termed by the doctors,
"Suggestive therapeutics."
"Communication between the brain
and the nerves controlling the vocal
cords has been temporarily suspended," said Doctor Sewing. "Her voice
will not be restored until this communication Is
This we
hope to do within a few days by
means of suggestion. We are not giving her medicine, although she thinks
we are, and we are agreeing with her
that there Is something the matter
with her throat and lungs, despite the
fact that they are perfectly healthy.
"Her voice may be restored as suddenly as It was taken. A moment's
excitement, a slight shock, and the
brain will again communicate with the
vocal organs, and she will be able to
speak as well as she ever did." St.
Louis Times.

the identity of White with the missSome of the relatives
ing Kimmel.
of Kimmel, however, changed their
mind after they had talked with White
and became so convincea that he was
really Kimmel, that they received him
at their homes. The residents of Niles,
many of whom had personally known
Kimmel, were also divided in their
viewB. While some believed that
White was identical with Kimmel,
others were inclined to doubt this and
considered White a pretender.
The proofs for White's identity with
Kimmel, which the insurance company submitted at the first and second
trials were not considered sufficiently
strong to establish the claims of the
defendant company. Since then, however, additional evidence is said to
have been procured. At the former
trials, the most Important witness of
Kind Superintendent.
the plaintiffs was John Moore Swln-ney- ,
A New Yorker whose business Intera Ne wMexico ranchman, who ests frequently take him to one of our
testified that he saw Kimmel killed southwestern states tells of an InciIn an Oregon wilderness in August, dent at a railway junction when he
found himself very hungry, but with
1898.
two minutes to spare before his
Since the last trial the plaintiffs only left.
train
lawyers have made every effort to es"Give me a sandwich and some coftablish the complete record of the fee right away!" he exclaimed to the
man known as Andrew J. White and man behind the lunch counter. "I
It Is said that his whole life history haven't time for anything else!"
"Take all the time you want,
for the last 30 year-- sas been Invesfriend," said the man behind the countigated by agents of the plaintiff. ter.
"Jest have a look at this bill of
Practically all the voluminous evi- fare, and I'll 'phone to the superindence, including the prison records, tendent to delay the train a little
photographs, and other documents while."
which establish the prison record of
"What? Hold up the train while I
Andrew J. White will again be sub- eat?" demanded the amazed traveler.
"Sure thing!" responded the man
mitted at this trial and In addition to
that there will be a large amount of behind the counter. "This Is a branch
road, and no other train coming or gotestimony to prove that White Us ing over it this morning, and the sureally, as he claims to be, identical perintendent would want you to have
with George A. Kimmel. who dlsap a good meal. He owns this lunch-room.- "
peared in 1898. Ttw mother and the
tjpplneotfs Magazine.
sister of Kimmel will be among the
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ENGLISHMEN
MAKE GIFT
NEW ENGLAND TOWN.

TO SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION

Residents of Hlngham Have 8ont Old
Stepping Stone to Massachusetts
Namesake Presented by the
British Ambassador.

NORTHWEST

GETS

COLLECTION.

Work New North American Territory
Ethnologists Alto Follow Span-lard- s'
Footsteps and Discover
Ancient Marks In New Mexico.

The old stepping stone which for
The Smithsonian party which acyears stood In the public square companied Dr. O. A. Wheeler, presi
at Hlngham, England, was presented
dent of the
to Hlngham, In this state, on behalf
Alpine club of
of the citizens of the English village
Canada, on
by James Bryce, the English ambashis topograph
sador, the Springfield (Mass.) Repubof
ic
lican says. The stone Is to be used the British Columbia andsurvey
Alberta
as a corner stone for a belt tower to
line and the Mount Robson
commemorate the landing at Hlng- boundary
returned to Washingregion,
recently
ham 276 years ago of a band of pil- ton.
grims from Hlngham, England.
N. Hollister, naturalist in charge of
Mr. Bryce said that he was glad to
the
party, is elated over the success of
on
be privileged to express
behalf of
the
Lie
the people of old Hlngham In Eng- new expedition, Isand states that and
collection
quite complete
land, whence came the settlers of the covers
practically all the birds and
new Hlngham here, the sentiments
animals
Inhabiting this previously
with which they had sent this stone
territory. The party was a
from their village green to the de
small one, consisting of four members,
scendants of their common Norfolk
Mr. Hollister, assistant curaancestors. Used as a mounting block including
tor of mammals, and J. H. Riley of the
for riders In the old country, It spoke
division of birds in the national muof a time when riding on horseback seum.
was practically the only means of
Assembling at Edmonton, Alberta,
travel. It spoke not only of Its origin,
the
party proceeded on the Grand
of
but
all the changes that had passed
Trunk
railroad to the end of the line,
In 300 years and of the warm good
to take
will and affection which those of the where they found It necessary
Mount
old town felt for those of the new pack horses to penetrate the
The land to be surRobson region.
town after all that lapse of time.
included
the territory lying
Looking through the list of settlers veyed
in the heart of
who had crossed the sea to this Mas- about this mountain
comprising the
sachusetts town In 1633 to 1639, he the Canadian Rockies,
broken country Imagfound many of the best known New most rugged and
inable. Amidst this wonderful scenery
England names. Among them was one Mouut Robson rises in titanic outline,
name especially Interesting, because
in the Rockies, probIts bearer is believed to have been the highest peak
14,500 and 16,000 feet
the ancestor of the greatest Ameri- ably between
it for a discan of the nineteenth century, Abra- high, and 60surrounding
miles in all directions
of
tance
ham Lincoln. There was, however,
lies the field of the survey.
something more and something deepIn this wild and unclaimed country
er than a mere continuity of families.
the
party of naturalists remained nearThere was a continuity of institutions
four months, protected by special
ly
and traditions.
govern"The settlers," said Mr. Bryce, "who permits from the Canadianwork
was
came from Norfolk to Massachusetts ment. The natural history
Mr. Hollister and Mr. Riley
divided,
to
escape the oppressive rule of
bay
the birds and small animals,
King Charles I. and Archbishop Laud, collecting
while the other collectors hunted big
brought with them Ideas and beliefs
The collection Includes some
and habits already deeply rooted game.
900 specimens of birds and mammnls,
of
the
East
among
Englishmen
Anglla,
latter ranging in size from liny
one of the most truly Teutonic parts the
mole-likcreatures, called "shews," to
of England. The love of freedom In
caribous and bears.
fullgrown
the state, the love of freedom In reOne enormous grizzly bear was ob
to
of
God
sense
the
and
ligion,
duty
to conscience. It was for the sake tained by a fortunate shot. Much fine
was seof these things that they left their material for exhibition groups
of
a
series
caribou,
quiet Norfolk homes to face the stern cured, including
sheep,
winters of a new and almost unknown mountain goats, mountainof smaller
and many varieties
beavers
In
un
forests
whose
lurked
land.
mamm
known dangers from wild beasts and animals. Besides birds andand ins' Us,
cts
of
numbers
plants
large
wild men. And It was on the foundaLave
tion of these principles that they built were collected. All the specimens
been turned over to the nation:
up their Institutions here, set up
is
and when the collect...!
their
towns, legislated
worked up parts ot It will be m on
In the general court of their
exhibition.
colony and In due time Joined
F. W. Hodge, ethnologist In charge
in framing- the constitution of their
of
the bureau of American ethnology
state and of the federal republic.
Institution, has- - re
'That the American people have of the Smithsonian
to
from an expediturned
Washington
grown to a greatness and prosperity
uuuer
undreamed of by the little band who tion to New Mexico, conducted and
came from Old Hlngham nearly three the joint auspices of the bureau
Archaeology
centuries ago Is due partly to the the School of American
at Santa Pe. Ealrly in September Mr.
sturdy spirit of the old race, but largeto El Morro, or In
ly also to the faith that has never Hodge proceeded in western New MexRock,
scription
faltered in the principles and belief
'of
which the early settlers of the Bay ico, where, with the assistance
School of
state brought with them, and In their Jesse L. Nusbaum of the
American
paper Imp res
loyalty to which they and their de- sions and Archaeology, of the inscripphotographs
scendants have never faltered. The
tions on the rock were made.
history of American freedom is a conEl Morro is an enormous sandstoua
tinuation of the history of English
freedom and both countries have alike rock rising a couple of hundred feet
out of the plain, and eroded in such
given an example to the world ol
what these principles can accom- fantastic forms as to give It the appearance of a great castle, hence its
plish."
Bpanish name. A small spring formerly existing at the rock made it a conA "Typical" Russian Scene.
venient place for the Spanish explorers
At our feet, moored to one of the of the seventeenth and eighteenth censupports of the bridge, was a flat turies, and the smooth face of the "casbarge, and on It a soldier, In a black tle" well adapted it to receive the
tunic and high boots, was washing Inscriptions ot the conquerors of that
his linen himself; he must have early period.
climbed down the bridge to get there.
The earliest Inscription, and hisThere was not a sound in the air, torically the most Important, Is that
except the splash made by the wash- of Juan de Onate, colonizer of New
ing. And then from the plain, dusty, Mexico and the founder of the city of
rutty road a whole line of flat carts Santa Fe in 1606. It was in this year
creaked along, one in front of the that Onate visited El Morro and
other, five of the foremost being with- carved this inscription on his return
out drivers; all of these carts were from a trip to the head of the Gulf of
full of sacks. Alongside of the sixth California.
walked the owner, a bearded peasant,
There are 19 other Spanish inscripdressed In a brown leather and very tions of almost equal importance,
dirty coat lined with sheepskin. And among them that of Don Diego de
every now and then he influenced the Vargas, who, In 1692, reconquered the
march of the line of carts by shout- Pueblo Indians after their rebellion
ing a word or two to the horses. Not against Spanish authority in 1680. The
long after this the line of carts cross- paper impressions, or "squeezes," have
ed the bridge and turned into the been transferred to the national mutown, and the creaking died away In seum, where plaster casts shortly will
the distance; the lazy stillness fell be made of them for permanent presupon the place once more; and so ervation.
great was that stillness that the
Although El Morro has been made a
whole landscape seemed like a colored national monument by proclamation of
slide of a magic lantern. Maurice the president, there Is no local custodian, consequently the rock Is exposed
Baring's In "The Russian People."
to vandalism, and the inscriptions, so
Important to the early history of the
Remembering the Absent.
southwest, are ever threatened with
"I guess I'm getting into this social destruction by the thoughtless
visitors,
game all right," said Mr. Cumrox. who scratch their own Insignificant
"Be polite and courteous, yet formal. names in
dangerous proximity to these
That's the Idea."
old records of earty exploration.
Inbeen
"What have you
doing?"
Mr. Hodge later Joined Dr. Edgar L.
quired his wife, sharply.
Hewett, director of the School ot
"You know them people who sent American Archaeology, on an
expediregrets because they couldn't come tion to the Jemez valley, about sixty-fiv-e
to our party?"
miles northwest of Albuquerque,
"Yes."
where excavations were conducted In
"Well after I saw the party I Bat the ruins of a large stone pueblo
down and sent 'em congratulations." known as Amoxlumqua, which meas-!
ures about 1,100 by 600 feet and la
situated on a mesa rising 1,800 feet
Proof.
above Jemez river.
of
a
"Our neighbor has
great deal
Thuj pueblo was occupied from pre- -'
push about him, hasn't he?"
historic times to the year 1622, when,
"1 should
say he has. He has
to early Spanish records, It
enough to get through the crowd of according
was abandoned on account of the depon
the cars to secure
women getting
redations of the Navajo Indians.
one ot the front seats."
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Hnrriman IraUway properties were
Call for Republican Convention for
GERMAN-MILLt- L)
managed iu a wonderful manner to STEEL CORPORATION
(
the State of New Mexico
far as physical conditions were con
ESTABLISHED 179.
POLITICS AND POLITICIANS
cerned and th employes of the Hani-maIS RESTRAINED
"Pursuant to the requirements of
PUBUSHBD BY
system and their neighbors and
the
call made by the republican naOPTIC
will
THE
never forgive Mr.
PUBLISHING CO.
Minnesota socialists will nominate
sympathizers
Roosevelt for hie treatment of Mr. COURT ISSUES ORDER AGAINST their state ticket at Minneapolis this tional committee on December 12,
(Incorporated)
1911, Mr a republican national conHarrlman.
month.
THE DESTRUCTION OF BOOKS
M. M. PADGETT
EDITOR
The voters who will leave nothing
New Mexico's first republican state vention to be held In the city of ChiUSED AS EVIDENCE
undone to defeat Mr. Roosevelt, if he
convention will meet at Sanla Fe on cago in the state of Illinois, at 12
o'clock) non on Tuesday, June 18,
is nominated, include every able judge
March 8.
and nearly every good lawyer in the
The membership of the present con- 1912, for the purpose of nominating
Tmer-Whit- er
Washington, Feb. 6. ludg
Uray
vice
It
f ths gress includes 25 graduates of the Uni- candidates for president and
must
in
court
he
admitted
the
United
States
country.
that
Entered at the Postofflce at East
president to be voted for at the presijudges and other lawyers have influ- Third district has issued an injunctica versity of Michigan.
Vegas. New Mexico, (or transmis ence
dential
election on Tuesday, Novemena vnt influence. They all be- restraining the defendants in the govLieutenant Governor Hall has
sion through the United States Mails
not-- - ber. 5, 1912. and for the transaction
Mr. Roosevelt has violated ernment's anti-trus- t
race
democratic
for
lieve
the
the
tered
that
sua
the
against
as second class matter.
of such other business as may come
all the decencies in his abuse of the United States Seel corporation fromMnation for governor of Indiana.
GERMAN
before, it the republican central comdemoS.
E.
of
courts
the
and
meaber
in
advobooks
and
Johnson,
his
and papei-- desired
judges
destroying
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
asof
New
the
mittee
of
Mexico
state
cratic national committee, has made
cacy of a "recall of decisions" and by th government.
DAILY. BY CARRIER:
sembled at Santa Fe on this 25th day
SILVERWARE
A
will have'no more of him if they
The injunction was issued on a pe- formal announcement of his candiPer Copy
$ .06 they
of January, 1912, hereby calls for the
EVERY
IN
nomination
in
the
democratic
can
for
have
His
their
of
tition
dacy
way.
the
o(
appeculiar
justice
department
16
One Week
holding of a convention of the re
of judges, his lawlessness whjch alleges that several thousand South Dakota.
One Mcuth
65 pointment
Dr. Nicholas Murray Butler, presi- publican party of the state of New
in the Tennessee Coal and Iron case, Tapers and documents, which
were
One Year
7.50
to be held In the city of Santa
in the Burton case, all conspire to used in the government's criminal dent of Columbia University, is men- Mexico,
DAILY BY MAIL:
Fe, state of New Mexico, at 2 o'clock
nomination
the
tioned
for
alinate
man
a
with
of
republican
mind
the
"wine pool" last
every
Distributors
prosecution
legal
One Year
$6.00
on Friday, the eighth day of March,
for governor of New York next fall.
and a love of law and a respect for fall, have been destroyed.
lx Months
3.00
1912 for the purpose of selectA.
D.,
Members of the rroquois club of
the courts and the constitution.
One portion of the government's peare soon to launch a cam- ing eight delegates and eight alter
voters
The
will
Chicago
seems
never
who
of
tition
to
be
the
forgive
susceptible
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
nates to represent the republican parfor
.Mr. Roosevelt for his row with the interpretation
Mayor Carter H. Harrison,
that criminal Indict- paign
GROWER.
o state of New Mexico in the
c
ments and prosecutions of certain of- who is seeking the jMiiocratic presi- ty
One Year
$2.00 loue are' alone enough to insure his
said national convention called to be
nomination.
dential
ficers of the steel corporation and its
Six Months
1.00 defeat.
$1,050 FULLY EQUIPPED AT YOUR DOOR
hied at Chicago on the 18th day of
Teraierauce advocates in Illinois
The voters who do not believe in a subsidiaries are under consideration
1912.
will ask the republican and democratic June,
(Cash In Advance (or Mail Subscrip third term for any president, at least by the department of justice.
The
republican central committees
under ordinary circumstances, would
The injunction, which is a tempor state conventions this year to include
tions).
of
various counties of the state
the
Remit by draft, check or money all vote against Mr. Roosevelt. The ary one, is to forbid the destruction ol a prohibition plank in their platforms. are
this
committee requested and
by
nademocratic
of
the
GenHeadquarters
any other books or papers which the
order. If aent otherwise we will not anti"thdrd term sentiment beat
Belve- directed to issue a call for the holdbe
will
the
at
committee
tional
man-un- til
will
in
Grant.
eral
antibeat
desire
It
the
may
government
be responsible for loss.
any
of a county convention of the re
the time comes when the people trust suit. The destroyed papers, it dere hotel, Baltimore, during the na- ing
Specimen copies free on application.
counof this country entertain with pleas- is said, were in a trunk which was de tional convention in that city ney' publican party in the respective
such notice and date as they
ties
upon
summer.
ure the idea of a monarchy.
livered on June 29, 1911, by United
LL PAPERS DISCONTINUED
AT
J. H. Walker, president of the Illi- may deem expedient for the purpose of
The voters of the army and the navy States District Attorney Wise, to
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
Mine Workers, is the socialist electing delegates to the state convennois
and those influenced by them canno; Charles MacVeagh, general solicitor
PAID FOR.
tion to be held on the 8th day of
be expected to vote for Mr. Roose- of the United States Steel corporation candidate for congress in the Eightas aforesaid, and which
now
eenth Illinois district,
represented March, 1912,
Advertisers are guaranteed the velt. He used the army and the navy who gave a written agreement it is
the basis of representation shall be
G.
Cannon.
Joseph
so decidedly as if they were his per said, that he would keep the papers in by
(argent dally and weekly circulation
For the first time since 1884 tern one delegate for each one hundred
of any newspaper in Northwestern sonal property, so entirely ignored the his personal charge subject to examvotes or more, cast for the republican
unwritten law governing promotion ination by Mr. Wise or his assistants perance advocates will invade the reNew Mexico.
voes or more, cast for the republican
publican and democratic conventions
and so fully subordinated both bran at any time
candidate
for governor of the state
Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator
in
each
and
ask
that
this
party
year
ches of the service to his personal
The government, through Henry E.
TTTESDAY, FRRRUARY fi, 1012.
New
of
Mexico
the
election
at
late
political purposes that the soldiers and Colton, speciail assistant to the at- elude a prohibition plank in its plat- held on the 7th
show you.
day of November,
sailors do not love him and will not torney general in the dosslution suit form.
from
one
and
at
911,
large
delegate
express
Many leading democrats
vote for him.
against the steel corporation, began
Las Vegas Automobile & Machine Shop
in the presidential con- each county In addition upon which
that
the
hope
The
voters
who
will
not
vote
confor
for
these
Mr
in
Vf.Wx
negotiations
papers
basis the representation in the state
will
in
a
resolution
Baltimore
vention
Roosevelt because he has called them nection with the pending proceedings
be adopted which will be the prelim- convention of the republican party of
liars are thousands in number Most on January 26.
the state of New Mexico to be held
Wm. Whalen, Prop,
Phjne Main 344.
R. C. Boiling, assistant general so- inary step to the abrogation of the on
people are sensitive on this score and
March 8, 1912, from the several
s
rule in the national conven
do not like to be disposed o' in so licitor of the steel corporation, incounties of the state shall be as folsummary and unjudicial a manner and formed Mr. Colton, it is alleged, that tion of 1916.
A decision is expected soon in re- lows:
when they cannot reach the offensive the trunk had been returned to the
19
Bernalillo
with their fists they resort to American Steel and Wire company gards to the place and date for hold
Chavez
bullets or ballots' or whatever other about October 1, 1911, and that all the ing the populist party national conven17
Colfax
weapon Is available, in the case we papers had been destroyed by Frank tion this year. Nebraska leaders are
DUNCAN OPERA HOUSE FED. 7TH
4
Curry
secure
to
a
the
effort
t
.
are
BOOSKVELT
THE
strong
KACKKT
and usl Uaackes, vice president and genera making
considering, the 3no-14
Dona Ana
convention for Lincoln.
word would be' well remembered by sales agen of the wire compamy.
5
Eddy
well
a
W.
Rosecrans
Plllsbury,
Some people are shouting for Mr. many able and ugly voters.
The papers, it is charged in the
Grant
tt
known newspaper publisher of ManRoosevelt because they think he will
finally the voters who think Mr. government's
petition, "contained
11
;.
the nominee lour years hence and Roosevelt is a crook or a crank or matters tending to show that J. A. chester, N. H., has made formal an- Guadalupe
8
Lincoln
they hope io Ikj near the throne both, those who think he is a brilliant Farnell, formerly ipresident of the nouncement of his candidacy for the Luna
4
Ten Months at
Five Months at
to
succeed
United States senatorship,
when that time comes.
Others are but
man, those who think United States Steqfl Products
6
Herald Square Theatre
House
MoKInley
Opera
Whitney
B.
.
Senator
IMirnham.
Senator
Henry
New York
'i.wng to suwHi t him now because he is trickster, those who think he Is
15
company, how -- president of the
..
Chicago
has announced that he will Mora
6
tiey want him to be the next nominee remarkable but erratic, those who United States Steel corporation, not Hurnham
Otero
4
of the republican party. Those who think he is able but dishonest all only knew of said unlawful pool and not be a candidate for renomination.
9
Former Congressman Edwin C. Bur- Quay
belong to the latter class ought to do such will carefully vote for any fairly combination described but aided and
20
Rio
Arriba
JOS. (VI. QAITES
a little figuring before tiiey make any good candidate chosen by the demo abetted in their successful opera- leigh, who represented the Third Roosevelt
4
14
in
Maine
for
district
house
the
MAGNIFICENT PRODUCTION
more noise that is, if they care in cratic party rather than for Mr. Roose tion."
6
Sandoval
two
nntil
defeated
ago.
years
years
The petition
avers that certain
the least for the success of the re- velt
5
sue San Juan
d
With this prospect ahead who but
documents are in danger has announced his candidacy to
30
publican party.
San
Miguel
ceed United States Senator Gardner,
The votes of the two great parties one who is willing to see the republi- of destruction "because there are
18
now filling the unexpired term of the Santa Fe
can
will
defeated
to
care
Mr.
see
of
steel
the
party
for many years have been quite evenly
6
corporation and its
Sierra
late Senator William P. Frye.
divided on presidential elections. The Roosevelt nominated? Kansas City subsidiaries who have not yet been
22
Socorro
to
man
Yale
President Taft, the first
indicted for the practices, which said
14
change of a comparatively few votes Journal.
become chief executive of the nation, Taos
papers tend to show them guilty of,
at any presidential election of the
10
Torrance
has the help in running ine govern
14
having been involved in the ment
last 50 yeais would have changed the
Union
Introducing the Brilliant Comedian
of 156 Yale men who are memresult. The average party voter will MEXICAN AFFAIRS HAVE aforesaid unlawful association and
19
Valencia
acof the
congress,
also
because of one of the deefnd-an- t bers
vote for any man with the regular
to a canvass just made. Of
cording
SUPPORTED BY
(Permission
305
companies has yet been indicted
(Late Star
party nomination if be has no positive
Total
these Yale men four are in the senate
A
in
REACHED
thereto."
canCRISIS
a
to
If
him.
subrespect
contest
shall
be
All notices of
personal hostility
11 in the house of representatives.
and
The petition urges that numerous
Merry Widow) MISS GERTRUDE HUTCHESON Henry W. Savage)
didate has unqualified and uncommitted In writing, setting forth the
The
Greatest Musical Comedy Success America Has Ever Known
other
were
demust
in
papers
be
the
enemies
produced
promising
they
grounds of contest, which must be
IT IS DIFFERENT FROM ALL OTHERS
wire pool prosecution, which contain
(Continued prom Page One)
ducted from his vote in making a safe
filed with the secretary of the state
ed
SONG HITS
data
to
show
love
oi
the
forecast of the result. We may
"tending
Book ty Charles Dixon
central committee at least three days
guilt
LAUGHS
Music by Karl Hoschna
a man because of bis enemies, but of possible orders to move on short the American Steel and Wire comconbefore
the
the
state
of
meeting
TODAY'S
MARKETS
PRETTY GIRLS Lyrics by 0. A. Hauerbach
that does not give ground for hope der in. Texas. Four other companies pany, the United States Steel corpo
vention.
All county conventions must be held
that his enemies will vote for him. notice. Fort Barranwas troops will en ration, the United States Steel ProdNow suppose Mr. Roosevelt were to train for Texas tomorrow morning. ucts (Export) company, as charged in
not later than the 4th day of March,
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK.
Kansas City, Feb. 6. Cattle, re 1912.
get the nomination. Suppose the They will depart in full war strength. the said petition, as well as the fact
convention condemns the record ol The garrisons at Fort Morgan, Mobile that said Farrell, formerly president ceipts 9,000, including 600 southerns;
VENCESLAO JARAMILLO,
Chalrm-- n.
the party for the past four years and and at Fort Moultrie, Charleston, are of the last named company, now presi market steady to strong.
Native
dent of the United States Steed corpo steers $5.5O8.50; southern
oalls on the country to elect Roose- in readiness for Texas duty.
steers, HERBERT W. CLARK,
ration, not merely was cognizant of $5.006.50; southern cows and heif
velt. What voters will be sure to
Secretary.
the unlawful pooling arrangement en- ers, $3.255.00; native cows and heifSoldiers From Fort Harrison.
disobey the call?
The voters who think that Mr
Helena, Mont, Feb. 6. Orders were tered into the American Steel and ers, $3.0O6.50; stockers and feeders,
Roosevelt has beaten Mr. La Follette received today at Fort William Henry Wire company, through its officers, J4.506.7r.; bulls, $4.005.50; calves,
out of the nomination are many and Harrison for the four companies of the but also knowingly aided and abetted $4.007.5O; western steers, $5.00
New Spring
many of them are bitter. They will, Fourteenth infantry, stationed nere, to said unlawful practices in violation 7.50; western cows, $3.00 5.25.
act"
Hogs, receipts 17,000; market steady
under no circumstances, vote for the held Itself in readiness to move on in of the Sherman anti-ru"With
occasional interruptions
to 5 cents lower. Bulk of sales, $5.90
man who has knocked out their pet stant notice tp the Mexican border.
Ginghams all
says the petition, "the subsidiaries of
6.30; heavy, $6.256.35; packers and
The voters who would feel person
Ladies'
the
United
States
Steel
if
$5.75
be
Fuente
De
La
corporation butchers, $6.106.35; lights,
Disloyal.
very angry
ally hurt and would
Here
- - y"
Mexico City Feb. 6 The departmetn have, from time to time, been mem
i i n i
Mr. Roosevelt knocked out Mr. Taft
Home
j
Sheep, receipts 8,000 ; market steady
the interior has received advices bers of similar pools and agreements
would be many. All such voters
would be fighting angry at the man through secret agents that David de la in respect to the several products to 10 cents lower. MuttonB, $3.25
yards of them
who had already had two terms, whose Fuente, who was one of the signatories manufactured and sold by them In 4.75; lambs, $5.256.40; fed wethers
the plan of Tacubaya and is a interstate and foreign commerce and and yearlings, $3.755.75; fed ewes,
work in office had been greatly as
AT
Junta there must be, unless they have al $2,754.0O.
Bisted by Mr. Taft, Who had indicate' member of the revolutionary
friendship for Mr. Taft but who per formed a week ago in El Paso, Is pre ready destroyed, among the records of.
12
WOOL MARKET ACTIVE.
per yard
mitted his name t obe used to defeat paring to cross the frontier to en the United States Steel corporation!
6.
or
of
its
corres
Fair
prein
Boston,
favor
an
insurrection
Feb;
ac
on
in
activity
subsidiary
his
companies,
Mr. Taft. The defection
gage
count alone would mean republican Emilio Vasquez Gomez. He Is said to pondence, papers, reports, statements vailed in the wool market. Values
and accounts relating to said pools tend upward especially In old terridefeat in Ohio and a great loss in be now at Brownsville, Texas.
and agreements."
was
Fuente
la
de
tory stock, half blood Montana bringDavid
formerly
Btate.
every
The rule issued by Judge Gray di- ing 22 cents, while fine staple scoured
The voters who think Mr. Roosevelt chief of police here and later became
Army of recting the defendants to show cause sells for 61 and 62 cents. The advance
AND
paralyzed the railroad business, multi a director of the
a permanent Injunction should extends to some nearby wools, one- plying the idle cars and engines in the Liberation which Emilio Vasquez Go why
country and throwing thousands of mez endeavored to organize. He fled not be Issued, is returnable on March quarter blood Ohio being held at 28
cents while washed Delaine sells at At
men out of work, are very many to the United States to avoid arrest 5.
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BEST STYLES
AND
cents. Pulled wool is very active, es
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for
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insurrectionary
They will be found in the employ
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that
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pecially
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and
railroad
shipping
every
big
every
OH! YOU SWEET KIDDO
nia and Texas products Is slack. Bid
concern. These voters have a painful General Pascual Orozco has been of
You can tell that girl you love her ding for the new clip continues and
recolleotion of what happened and fered the governorship of Chihuahua,
The
if you send one of Baily's Valentines purchases of Arizon- - are reported at
they want no more of the same modi
15 to 16 cents. Utah contracting has
or
Valentine
The
Ordered.
this
line
More
postcards.
Troops
cine
Portland, Me., Feb. 6. Seven com- year is exceptionally pretty and In- slackened off.
The voters who were especially
Han-imawill
Mr.
panies of the coast artillery stationed cludes novelties that are sure to be
friendly to the late
8T. LOU 8 METALS.
never forgive Mr. Roosevelt for tak at Forts Williams and McKinley re pleasing. There are comic valentines
.
St.
orto
Feb.
to
as
as
at
.
children
for
leave
well
Lead,
be
the
Louis,
orders
lower,
the
celved
.
ready
and
ing Mr. Harritparfs campaign help
$3.92; spelter, steady, $6.406.45.
dinary Valentine greetings.
lien treating him as an outlaw. Th oncejyggMjxif&n border.
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PERSONALS

Tbe Prescrlpliooist

J. Mills went
to Albuquerque this afternoon on bus
William

inesi.

The man who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
and why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription filling. Every
our
prescription leaving
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

WINTERS DRUG

if. M. Padgett left this
on a short business trip to Albuquerque.
H. V. Kelly of Gross Kelly
and
company went to Albuquerque last
night on train No. 9 on business.
Beuford Bagwell came in yesterday
frou the ranch of his brother, E. M.
Bagwell, near Cberryvale, on busi

,

itess.
B. C. Helmati,
the
representing
Richardson Silk company of Chicago,
was in Las Vegas today visiting the
local merchants.
Attorney W. J. Lucas, member ot
the board of bar examiners of New
Mexico, went to Santa Ke this afternoon to attend a meeting of the board.
Mrst S. Anderson left yesterday afternoon for Colorado Springs, where
she was called by the Illness of her
daughter, Miss Lottie Anderson, formerly of Las Vegas.
Albert Stern, who is In the employ
of the Charles llfeld company at Albuquerque, was in las vegas ovei
Sunday, returning to the Ouke City
yesterday.
Mr. and Mrs. H. J. Helmers arrived
laflt ulght from their home in Leavenworth, Kan., storing off en route
to California. Mr. Helmers is presi
dent of the Helmers? Manufacturing
company of Kansas City and leaven-

CO.

Pboue Main it

White

New

Lingerie

WAISTS

High

and
Lawn

Persian

Low Neck
and

Batiste

$1.00 to $4.00
New

Middy

worth.
a
R. M. Rohrcr, manager of the
who
of
Ribera,
Mining company
has been in Las Vegas a short time,
To-pek-

returned to Ribera last night. George
Thompson of Topeka, Kan., accom
panied him to Ribera.
Mrs. L Gardner and Mrs. Ginsberg
will arrive this evening from Califor- nia and will spend several days in
Las Vegas visiting Mrs. Jake Stern.
Mrs. Gardner and Mrs. Ginsberg are
both residents of Philadelphia and arc
on their return trip from the coast.
Santa Fe Division
and
Freight
Passenger Agent W. R. Brown of El
Paso came in last night from Denver,
stopping off in Las Vegas on business.
Mrs. lirown accompanied Mr. Brown
on his trip to Colorado but did not
stop in Las Vegas en route to the

Blouses

$1.00 to $1. 75
AT THE STORE OF
HOFFMAN

Colonel

AND GRAUBARTH

PHONE MAIN 104

rass

City.

Clarence Batchelor left this afternoon on train No. lu for Chicagp ana
New York. Mr. Batcheior expects tt
tfike a special course In cortooning
while In the east. He has Just com
KIDNEY AILMENTS
pleted the work on some illustrations
for the second volume of Colonel R.
STOMACH TROUBLES
E. Twitchell's history of New Mexico
FAYWOOD
and he has done a considerable
amount of illustrating hi other books
HOT SPRINGS
and magazines.
R. Bs Schoonmaker, who is spending
It cures, and you remain cured, we
the winter at the Harvey upper ranch,
know, and you will if you try it.
is in the city and will spend three
Conceded the greatest kidney water
on earth.
days here looking arter business affairs. Mr. Schoonmaker says the con
Why not visit Faywood Hot Springs
vict road gang is doing some splendid
first, since you will eventually go there
work on the scenic highway. Above
anyway?
Climthe Turner ranch the road is being
Large Modern Hotel. Perfect
Booklet.
ate.
greatly Improved by the construction
of a new piece of highway. This wil
"The
C.
T.
Faywood,"
McDermott,
eliminate numerous river crossings
Faywood, N. M.
and will be a great convenience tt
travelers. The new road Is about 3,
Mr. Schoonmaker says
000 feet long.
that tracks of an immense mountain
HOW THE PACKERS lion have been found between the
Wesner ranch and the Fisher place,
and hunters are invited to take a try
FIGURED COSTS at killing the brute. Recently the lion
killed a large deer, whose partly devoured carcass was discovered by resiTO dents of that part of the country.
ATTEMPTS
GOVERNMENT

RHEUMATISM

SHOW MANNER IN WHICH BIG
PROFITS WERE HIDDEN

Chicago, Feb. 6. Every detail of
the method used in figuring the test
coat of dressed beef was explained
hir witnftaKefi at the Dackers' trial
H
today. District Attorney James
Wilkerson announced his intention of
concluding the government's inquiry
into this phase before undertaking
iinother.
The government charges that the
test cost is the keystone of the business system which made jt possible
lor the ackers to maintain the alrestraint or
leged combination in
triple described in the Indictment.
Tje test cost was a fictitious figure
obtained by making inadequate alpractically
lowances for
uniform among the bdg packers, and
nabled them to conceal a lorge
of the profits made on dressed beef, is one of the principal allegations made by the government.

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET.
New York, Feb. 6. The standard

stocks, especially the coalers and the
Harriman issues, were in better demand this morning and prices advanced generally. Some issues developed strength, apparently as a result
The
of covering of short contracts.
weak spot in the list was the tobacco
group.
Increased January gross earnings
of a number of railroads helped to
The coal
stimulate the market.
stocks became buoyant and the market
became strong. Central Railroad of
New .Jersey rase 40 points to 375
and Reading
Delaware & Hudson 5
Bonds
3. and many other stocks 1.
firm.
were

e

No Excuse Now for Greasy Doughnuts
A lady in Greenville, S. C, recently
wrote a friend as loiiows :

"For years, after preparing doughnuts

with the utmost care, i was disappointed to see them come out greasy
DID YOU HEAR
However,
and unwholesome looking.
the
to
say
with my first use of Cottolene for fryWhat tlhe ground hog had
were
as
was
I
delighted,
they
them,
other day? He declared that six more ing
brown, crisp and delicious.
come.
lteht
to
"For making doughnuts, pastry.
weeks of winter were sure
bread and flaky biscuits, I prefer CottoWe had a taste Saturday and Sunday lene to any other shortening on the marWe even carry a pall of it on our
of what can be expected this month. ket.
annual camping trips through the mountfilled
right
up
ain-"
Better get your coal shed
Cottolene the perfect shortening is
now.
The Coons Lumber company
all
from vegetable-oi- l ; it contains no
made
fill
will
haa a plentiful supply and
no indigestion.
fat
hog
.
,

orders promptly.

VEQA8 DAILY

GOMPERS TESTIFIES.
Washington, Feb. 6. Samuel Gom-perpresident of the American Federation of Labor, testified in the supreme court of the District of Columbia today in the contempt of court
proceedings, growing out of the Buck
Stove and Range boycott case, against
himself, John Mitchell and Secretary
Frank Morrison.
The burden of Mr. Gompers' testimony was intended to show that he
had not violated the restraining order
at that time. He told how, as soon
a3 the Buck company had filed a bond
for its injunction proceedings, he had
called In all the office force of the federation and had told them that the
injunction had been issued and was
effective.

GOSSIP

Engineer
out of Las
Fireman

tra freight
drag east.

BABIES

ALWAYS

FEBRUARY

6,

1912.

.rfltr"

There is an unusually large amount
of sickness among the engine crews
OF THE
running out of Las Vegas and It 1b
SHOPS AND YARDS.
(aid that there are barely enough men
to take the trains out. All men on
the round house list for duty are
Holman caught the 16U' working the time limit every day.
Vegas for a trip east
Hawever, it Is thought that this win
not be the case long, as a number of
men who have been off on sick leave
exan
917
of
Clay
caught
out of Las Vegas on a are due to report tomorrow. Bad
colds and grip are the prevalent

Sleep 'till waking time comes.
ALARM CLOCKS

FOR EVERYBODY

t90
Sunrise
$1.60
Spasmodic,
$1.35
Sunbeam,
Junior Tattoo,

$1.75
$2.70

Eight Day,
Firemen Fisher and Hetner are both
reported to be ill and are laying off
for several days.

Engineer John Bailey of engine No.
was bruised and cut in the
head-ocollision of two extra freights
two miles east of Watrous a week ago,
has been discharged from the hospital
and is well on the way to recovery.
Mr. Bailey was taken to his home Saturday. The other two members of the
train crews did not fare so well.
though both are improving as rapidly
as can be expected. Engineer "Daddy"
Snell was badly burned about his head
and the upper part of his body and
though many of the burns are deep
and painful there Is no danger of them
resulting seriously. Brakeman Will
Hanley was the most seriously and
painfully injured of ttie three. Han
ley was riding on the engine when
the crash came and was scalded by
the bursting of a steam pipe. However, unless some sudden change
comes, his injuries will not be serious
or fatal.
1619, who
n

Engineer White and Fireman Work
caught No. 933 yesrerday for train
No. 32 east yesterday.
Engineer Wlnstead and Fireman
Temple caught engine Xo. 1200 out on
the work train yesterday.

PART CASH, BALANCE ON TIMi:
will buy a got d two story
frame
house. 7 rooms :;nd bath, corner lot,
fiiowalks In un both streets, excellent locat'on; easily worth
2,000
Better hurry tt you want to take
advantage of thle bargain.
investment and Agency Corpora-tlon- ,
Phone Mam 40.

IN

f UE&DAY,

OPTIC,

Engineer Whltloct and Fireman
Leahy caught engine No. 1608 out on
a drag west yesterday.
Engineer George r.. Swearlngln and
Fireman Schwantler caught No. 1654
on the run to Maxwell yesterday.

STYLE

Fireman Cassidy of engine No. 1316
is sick. Fireman Hill is taking his
run on the new fast passenger engine.

Each One Is Perfect to Its Parent!
and Perfect Nuisance to
Other Persons.

ROBERT J. TAUPERT,
AND

JEWELER

OPTICIAN

LAS VEGAS NEW MFXICO

TRY AN AD. IN THE

OPTIC'S

WANT COLUMNS

I!

Engineer L. C. Trainer caught engine No. 1606 out on a drag east
With the exception of last week
y
esterday in place of Engineer Lester, when both trains wore tied up by me
who is laying off.
wreck ist of Watrous, Nos. 19 and 20,
Santa Fe trains de wxe, have pulled No. 19, bound for California, carrys in the week, is remarkable. However,
Engineer Kirk of engine No. 1314 If Into Las
Vegas on time on every trip 25 or more passengers on every trip the number of passengers on the Chilaying off suffering from a sore back. since the first of the year, it is re- which, considering the time of year cago bound train is not so heavy and
Engineer Garvin caught his run out o: ported that the train has been
quite and the fact that the California Lim- several times the number ot passen1.8 s Vegas yesterday.
that time it was a garden production.
a success, it i said
tra'.n ited runs in two sections every day gers has been as small as seven.
The garden Idea, however, is now obBoilermaker W. J. Derfer of the
solete, and for many years the baby
has been grown in the house, with I. as Vegas shops, accompanied his
early transplantlngs to the sunlight.
family in from their former home in
Every baby has a good voice, a dis- Dodge City yesterday on train No. 1.
tinct resemblance to some rich relaSurplus
Capital Paid in
tive, and an afternoon nap. The voice
Fireman Murray of engine No. 929
is heard by everyone, but the resem$50,000.00
$100,000.00
blance is heard chiefly by the rich is laying off sick for several days. Enrelative. The afternoon nap is heard gineer Spidel and Fireman Welch
of everywhere as being necessary to caught the 929 out of Las Vegas yesthe baby, but sometimes the nap is terday.
more honored in the breach than in
v
77T
j i. v v mm j iv
the observance. After the nap the
H
J. ft. CUNNINGHAM, President
Harry Kimban is holding down the
J NJV D T. HOSKINS, Cashier.
is
to
unable
it
FRANK
understand
SPRINQER,
baby
why
of day round house clerk,
should be expected to sleep again at position
W. S. Bland. Jesse
night, and everyone else is unable to succeeding
is performing the duties of night
understand why it should want to
stay awake. The baby's decision, how- round house clerk.
ever, always carries the day or, rathINTEREST P4ID ON TIME DEPOSITS
er, the night.
Engineer Hansen and Fireman StevThere are millions of babies, but ens caught the 132 out on NO. 9 soutb
only two kinds boys and girls. The Sunday night. Engineer Stewart of
boy baby is always the maternal and the 1321 is
laying off for a short time
paternal selection for the presidential with a
sprained wrist.
chair, and the girl baby Is expected
to some day become the wife of a
Round House Foreman D. W. Baugh- gentle and Jovlng millionaire who will
do his best to appreciate her.
man Is laying off several days, having
Later on the presidential nominee been called to Pueblo on business. Ma
Capital Stock,
develops a strong desire to become a chinist George Kentz is acting round
motorman, and the future millionaire's house foreman in Baughmans e:
Office with the San Miguel National Bank
wife is seen to blush at the mentionaence
son.
of
fond
The
the
plumber's
ing
parents Blgh gently. In point of looks,
Wm. G. Haydon
President
Fireman "Boomer" Brown deadheadlikewise, babies generally bear strong
Vice
W.
President
H.
and ed to Ojita yesterday to relieve Fire
Kelly
resemblance to the
man Aul of No. 1399, who was taken
unencumbered relatives.
Treasurer
D. T. Hoskins
Fashions may come and fashions sick on the trip out of Las Vegas.
may go but babies will always be in Brown made the trip to Ojita on one
on Deposits
Interest
style. William Sanford, in Puck.
of the motor cars.
A baby is a small person about
which there is great diversity of opinion. This is because every baby la
considered perfect by the parents and
a perfect nuisance by everybody else.
There is really nothing new about
the baby. Its institution dates back
to tbe beginning of the world, and at

LAS VEGAS

e

Las Vegas Savings Bank
$30,000.00

d

Paid

SHE

MAY NOT WEAR JEWELRY

Engineer Merritt caughi the 1603
out yesterday in place of Engineer
Princess Mary Is Fond of It but Must Arthur Langston, who is off duty on
Eschew It Until She Is
account of the death of his mother-in-law- ,
Seventeen.
Mrs. Emily Pierce, who died Satin Clovis.
urday
Though Princess Mary Is very fond
of Jewelry she Is not allowed to wear
An extra engine has been put in serany ornament except a string of perfectly matched pearls on state occa- vice on the Santa Pe branch and, with
sions and a little gold chain and the regular engine, no trouble is now
locket which contains a piece of white experienced in handling travel, both
heather in the home circle.
The
freight and passenger, between Lamy
pearls were her mother's gift to her and the Capital City.
at the time of the coronation, and
the locket was presented to her by
Engineer Parnell of engine No. 1319
the Prince of Wales, who bought it
when he was at Cowes for the regat- is reported to be sick and is laying off
for several days.
ta.
Engineer Reed
Queen Mary has let it be understood caught No. 1614 out of Las Vegas yesthat no one is to give Princess Mary terday on a trip west. Engineer Anjewelry of any sort till she is 17, and derson and Fireman Lines
caught the
before the royal party left for the 1607 in
same
the
direction
yesterday
Durbar the queen repeated her wishes
morning.
on the score.
The princess has confessed to some
For the past 40 days the work in
of the ladles of the court that she
does not mind not having rings and the round house and shops has been
pins and chains, but that she yearns extra heavy, greatly exceeding that
for long gold earrings set with ru- of this time last year. Large shifts
bies and diamonds and that when she have been
working both night and day
is 17 she hopes a set will be given her,
th j.ast month, in January
and if not she will buy them herself. di.r'ng
1,455 engines were handled on the
Thiid district out of Las x'e;-- . as
Persian Weddings.
the traffic east and west in both
Tying the matrimonial knot Is a freight and passenger business has
very prolonged and serious affair In been unusually heavy.
During the past
Persia. In fact, a wedding may ex33 engines were in the Las
month
tend for a week. On the last day of
the wedding the bride, who haa been Vegas shops for repairs of various
treated as a sort of outcast. Is con- kinds.
ducted by a near relative to a room,
where she undergoes further and
The wrecking train and crew commore elaborate decoration.
its work at the scene of the
pleted
She then returns to the guest-room- ,
head-ocollision at the head of
r
and her dowry Is laid before her In
Ian
ewee
and.
caiyoa
week,
trays. The dowry often comprises
into Las Vegas late yesterday aftersuch queer things as cheap and
noon. The two big engines, Nos. 149
vases,
oleographs, gaudy
iind 1619, are uow on their wpy to the
and
useful
household
birdcages
many
articles. Having kissed the hearth- Santa Fe shops in Topeka, where they
stone of her home, she Is then given will put up for extensive
repairs. Both
bread, salt, and a piece of gold, and engines were damaged to a
large exthus equipped and closely veiled she tent and
they will be in the shops for
Is hoisted on to a
donsome time. Twenty-on- e
cars were
key and, accompanied by a circus-likprocession of friends, goes to her piled up in the collision, many being
future home, where her husband splintered to kindling wood and all
awaits her.
damaged to a greater or less extent.
n

highly-col-

ored

gaily-adorne- d

e

Shoe-mahe-

ta
wh

WHY IT PAYS TO BUY
ADVERTISED GOODS
Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence .
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his product, but has put his personality and reputation behind his

statements.

He can be trusted because his very business existence is at stake.
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, no
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only a- protection to the trade name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised goods, because, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.

II

Always Pays

to Buy

Advertised Goods

01

LAS

IN MEMORY OF JOHN

BUNYAN

Ornate Window Placed In Westminster Abbey Depicts Scenes From
Tha Pilgrim's Progress."
hundred and twenty-thre- e
years after the death of the famous
tinker of Bedford an ornate window In
file memory has Just been placed in
Westminster Abbey. Naturally It depicts scenes from the "Pilgrim's
Progress," the chief episodes illusTwo

trated

being;:

Christian's meeting with Evangelist
His admittance at the Wicket Gate.
His deliverance from the burden of
In at the foot of the Cross.
g
Piety, I'rudence and Charity
hl:n with armor.
Fight with Apollyon.
Vanity Fair.
Crossing the river to the Ceiestial
City.
Round the center panels, which are
20 feet high and six feet in width, run
series of vignettes representing
minor scenes In the allegory, the first
of course, being Pilgrim's wife and
family trying to dissuade him from
making the journey. The headlight
contains a portrait of Bunyan, and at
the base of the window is the inscription, "In memory of John Bunyan: B.
1628. D. 1688. The Pilgrim's Proghar-essln-

ress."

The window is in the west aisle of
the north transept. Altogether the
memorial has cost
1,200, raised by
lovers of the "Pilgrim's Progress,"
but the project has chiefly been carried on by the exertions and liberality
of the Baptist denomination, on whose
behalf Dr. Clifford will formally hand
over the window to the dean and
chapter of the abbey. London Dally
News.
HAD LOST HIS

FINGER-STAL-

L

LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT
Tve been thinking it over, mamof Julius Graaf, Deceased.
ma," the small delinquent said, "and
made up my mud to say 'Our Father' State of New Mexico,
and 'Now I Lay Me' every night until
County of San Miguel.
I catch up with, my prayers."
Office of the Probate Clerk, County,
of San Miguel, N. M.
Mr. Henry James' Style.
To All Whom It May Concern, GreetThat a James sentence is as long ai
ing:
another man's paragraph rouses s
Tou are hereby notified that Saturchastened mirth In a receiver for th day the 30th day of March, A. D. 1912,
London Globe and he proceeds tc has been fixed
by the Honorable Probburlesque thus the style of the authot ate Court, in and for the county and
of "The Outcry": "If we, greatly and
Indeed almost, as one might say, pre state aforesaid, as the day to prove
sumptuously daring, were, as we lc the last will and testament of said
this paragraph attempt, and with the Julius Graaf, deceased.
In Testimony Whereof, I have herefull consciousness of ultimate and, lr
fact, inevitable, not to say disgrace! u unto set my hand and affixed the seal
failure, looming ahead on our menta. of the Probate Court this 27th day
horizon, to imitate the literary, per of
January. A. D. 1912.
haps the too literary, as one may de
LORENZO DELGADO.
scribe It, without undue or, in a man (Seal)
Clerk of the Probate Court.
ner of speaking, journalistic extravagance, style of Mr. Henry James, w
should Indubitably come to grlet
That author walks his pavemeni
Estray Advertisement
alone."
Notice is hereby given to whom It
may concern that the following dePronunciation.
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Her mistress (who has received a Frank Davis, Stanley, N. If., January
broad hint that an extra "hevenina 7, 1912.
hoff" will be welcomed) Cook tells
One bay mare, 10 years
me, Mary, that you want to go out
old.
It
with a young man this evening. Is
Branded
PV9
urgent?
On left hip
Herself No, mum. it ain't He's
Mb
Said animal being unknown to this
my own eent The Sketch.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
COURT OPINIONS IN SKELETON
before Feb. 26. 1912, said date being lit
last appearance of this ad
Chief Justice White Invents Labor days after
said estray will be sold
vertlsement
Saving Device for Transmitting
by this Board for the benefit of the
Sense of Decisions.
owner when found.
Skeleton opinions have been InCATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
vented by Chief Justice White, to re
Albuquerque, N. M.
lieve the Supreme court of the, 1st. pub. Feb. fi, last pub. Ifi, 1912.
I'nited States of much labor. He hai
named them officially "memorandum"
To-wi- t:

opinions.

This new sort of opinion was de
signed to meet the heavy demands up-on (ho time and energies of the Jus
tices, due to the increased number ol
eases taken under advisement since
Chief Justice White came to the head
of the court. It will relieve the justices from making an exhaustive
statement in regard to all the facti
and law concerned in each case, and
yet will give to litigants more reasons
for the court's decision than would
d
be contained in the
"pei
curiam" opinions.
Skeleton or "memorandum" opinions were recently given for the first
time and their nature was revealed
when the written opinions were filed
with the clerk of the court These
show that the Justices take various
views of what a skeleton opinion
may be. Justice Lamar announced a
"memorandum" opinion in which
everything said was based on cited
Justice Lurton, on the
authority.
other hand, prepared one In which not
a single authority was cited.

Little Mishap That Befell Frank Mar
ahall While He Was Making
Delicious Salads.
In his "Random Reminiscences"
Mr. Charles Brookfleld tells an amusing story of an actor friend, Frank
Marshall, an exceedingly popular and
accomplished member of the profession, who had lost a finger in early
life, and who wore a kid finger-stapartially to conceal the deficiency.
Marshall had a pretty talent for mixing salads, and one evening at the
Sheridan club, as his friends dropped
In to dine, they noticed him preparing
one of the delicious salads of which
be alone seemed to know the secret
Immediately there were cries of
"Frank, make me one at the same
time;" and "Oh, Frank; make enough
for me, too," and, beaming with satisfaction at the compliment to his skill,
Frank called for more lettuces, chives,
tarragon and other ingredients. And
when he had chopped up his herbs
into minute fragments and mixed hlfl
sialad in his own way everyone was
ll

time-honore-

flighted.

A few more neighbors begged foi
stray; leaves, and finally one enthusiastic gourmand wiped the bowl round
with a ball of bread, and turned up
bis eyes in ecstasy as he gulped
down the savory morsel. But the face
of the founder of the feast wore a
troubled expression.
"What's the matter, Frank, asked
one of his friends.
"Oh, nothing," replied Frank, peering round the polished bowl, "only-o-nly
I seem to have lost my finger
stall I"

Catching Up.
Retiring for the night, a tiny maid-oclimbed into her mother's lap and
kissed her on both cheeks. Her manner being rather more effusive than
usual, it was suspected that confession would be forthcoming. That was
the tact not long delayed.
"Mamma," said the child, I've been
naughty. I'm afraid the angels have
marked my name in the Big Book as
had girl."
"I hope not dear," the mother replied. "What have you been doing?"
"It's something I haven't done, mamma," the little girl explained. "I have
gone to bed for two weeks without
saying my prayers."
"Why, dearie," chided the mother,
gently, "that Is really serious. What
shall we do about itf"

Undoubtedly Genuine.
The mistress observed one morning
that her dusky butler was wearing a
ring with a setting almost large
enough for a beacon light, if it had
possessed the proper brilliancy. Later
in the day she chanced to hear a conversation between the butler and .the
maid.
"Am dat a genuine dimont yo' is
sportln', Jake?" the maid asked, suspicion and hope about equally balanced
in her tone.
"Am dis a dimont?" reproachfully.
"Does yo' 'spose I'd buy anything else
fo' a 'gagement ring? Huh! dis am a
dimont an' it am gold what it sets
In."
"Ef yo' mean you' bought it fo' me,
yo' will have to tell the price 'fo I'll
believe hit's a dimont. I wuz fooled
once wld a brass ring, an' I don't mean
to be caught again."
"Cose hit's a dimont Lucy. Hit cost
$2.60."

"Well, gimme here. Long as hit am
111 'cept it fo a
'gagement

a genuine dimont
ring."--Houseke-

Exceptions.
"The pass system has been generally abolished, hasn't it?"
"Not so generally. The corporation
I've invested in has not abolished it
about their dividends."

CHAS. LEWIS
TAILOR FOR MEN
Everything Made at Home.

Stylish and

Up-to-da-

te

Bring in Your Cleaning and Pressing
WILL DOLL BUILDING

RETAIL PRICES
lbs.

Of

Is,

Mere, Each Delivery

to 2,000 lbs. Each Delivery
28S lbs. to 1,00 lbs Each Delivery
M lbs. to 200 lbs- - Each Delivery
teas Than 80 lbs, EarJi Delivery

20 per 10 lb.
tSe per 1M lbs.
SOo per 108 lb
40o per 1M lbs.
sec per 100 lbs.

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity

I

Lu

FEBRUARY

6,

1912.

Estray Advertisement
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
may concern thai the following de- cribed estray animal was taken up by
Lucy Haley, Orogrande, N. M., Jan.
29,

THE

T5he

ting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
Famous Office 701 Douglas Avenue.

LOBBY

7HE BEST

CAft

RESTAURANT AND

unn ncniii itin

Optic

REGULAR DINNERS

ALWAYS

OBTAINABLE

GOODS

HANDLED

mil'.

One white horse,
old, 700 lbs., H hands.
To-wi- t:

13

years

CHAPMAN

atc

classified

it,

Estray Advertisement
Notice Is hereby given to whom It
may concern that the following describes estray animal was taken up by
Rufus Wamel, Animas, N M., Jan. 18,

One red cow,
3V4 feet.

10

months

old, 300 lbs.,

mm

Branded
On left ribs

fl

'oc i

Number,

Main

Said animal being unknown to this WANTED
Dining room
Railroad avenue.

Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Feb. 26, 1912, said date being 10

days after last appearance of this ad
vertlsement said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE

SI

SANITARY

BOARD,

Albuquerque,
1st pub. Feb. 6, last pub.

N. M.
16, 1912.

invited
N. O. Herman, W. M.; D. R. Murray,
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
Secretary.
..NO. 804. -- Meets second and fourth
Thursday in O. R. C. hall. Pionesi
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
members are cor
nKNIGHT8 TEMPLAR Reg building, visiting
R.
W.
invited.
Tipton. O.
dially
ular conclave second Tues-yssF. S.
E.
P.
Mack'.
day In each month at Masonic Temple at 7: SO p. m. C. D.
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Boucher, & C; Chas. Tanune, Re
Meet in the forest of brotterly
corder.
love at Woodmen of the World
hall, on the second and fourth FriLAS VEGAS CHAPTER No. 3, ROYAL
day of each month at 8 p. m. C. Clay
MfiSONS Regular convoca
ARCH
Consul; G. Laemmle, Clerk. Visittion first Monday In' each
ing neighbors are especially wsl
month at Masonic Temcome and cordially invited.
ple, at 7:30 p. m. M. R.
Williams. H. P.; P. A.
DENTISTS.
Brlnegar, Secretary.

jn

w

DR. E. L. HAMMOND
NO. 2, O. E.

CHAPTER

Meets first and third Fridays in Suit
Masonic Temple. Mrs. T. B. Bowen,
Worthy Matron; James O. Rutledge
Worthy Patron; Mrs. Oeorge Tripp,
Secretary. Phone Main 329, 120
Grand avenue.
S.

girl,

403

Help Wanted
WANTED

broth-

Visiting

ers cordially

RANSFORD

Wanted

Ear mark

month.

Meets second sat
fourth Tuesday evening of
Visiting
month at O. R. C. hall.
brothers are cordially invited. Gee
H. Hunker, Exalted Ruler; D. W.
Condon, Secretary.

B. P. O. ELKS

&

0

1912.
:

F.

A.

Regular com
munlcatlon first and
third Thursday In each
A. M.

Said animal being unknown to this
Buard.unlees claimed by owner on or
aover
pur
before Feb. 26, 1912, said date being 10
TI8EMENT8
Flv cents per line each Insertion
days after last appearance of this
said estray will be sold estimate six ordinary word
to a
by this Hoard for the benefit of the ins. No ad to occupy lea space than
owner when found.
two lines. Aii advertisements charg-- d
will be booked at space actually
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
without regard to number of
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st pub. Feb. 6. last pub. 16, 1912. words. Cash In advance preferred.

To-wit-

LODGE NO. 2,

COLUMN

Ear mark

DIRECTORY

SOCIETY AND BUSINESS

WANT

Branded
On left shoulder
Branded
On left hip

4,

Dentist
Crockett Building. Has phoae
at office and residence.

ATTORNEYS
HUNKER

Geo. H.

Girl for general house;-work- .
Apply 1102 Eighth street.

For Rent

EL

LODGE

DORADO

KNIGHT8

OF

NO.

1,

&

HUNKER

Cheater A. Hunker
Hunker
Attorneys at Law.

New Mexlee,
PYTHIAS Meets Las Vegas,
every Monday eve
nlng in Castle Hall.
PHYSICIANS
Visiting Knights are
invited.
cordially
M. D.
H.
D.

Estray Advertisement
W. HOUF,
O.,
Chas.
E. Liebsoh- Notice is hereby given to whom it FOR RENT Nicely furnished front
and Surgeon
Physiciar.
1 o r
c
n
e
Cha
nler,
624
room, electric lights, bath.
may concern that the following debut
I treat all kinds of diseases,
Commander. Harry
Main street.
scribed estray animal was taken up by
of eye, ear, nose and
a
make
specialty
Martin, Keeper of
Traqullino .Taramillo, Bibo, N. M.,
throat, and the fitting of glasses.
Records and Seal.
FOR
RENT Housekeeping rooms,
January 19, 1912.
Phones: Office, Main 46; Residence
first floor, electric lights, telephone
One cow, 3 years old, 700
342.
Vegas
508 Ma'n avenue.
lbs.
Office: 506
Grand Avenue.
NO.
FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
Branded
705 sixth Street
Residence:
102 Meeta every Monday night at
FOR RENT Four room cottage, part
On left hip
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglas avenue, at
ly furnished, chicken house, barn,
7
Visiting members are
acres, partly under ditch, suit S o'clock.
Ear mark
LOCAL TIME CARD
able for chicken ranch or small
cordially welcome. E. E. Gehring,
Said animal being unknown to this
dairy. On car line. Rent cheap Tor president; J. T. Buhler, secretary;
EA8T BOUND
C. H. Bally, treasurer.
one year. Call 417 Eighth street,
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Arrive
Depart
East Lav Vegas.
before Feb. 26, 1912, said datebednglO
9:15 p. m
9:10 p. m.
No. 2
days after last appearance of this ad
J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 545
11:10 p. m
No. 4.... 11:06 p m
vertlsement said estray will be sold FOR RENT 2 room furnished house
Estray Advertisement
I. O. of B B.
Meets every first No. 8
1:25 a. m
1:15 a. m
921 Lincoln avenue.
Not.ce is hereby given to whom it by this Board for the benefit of the
Tuesday of the month In the vestry No. 10
m.
2:10
1:46
p. m
p.
owner
when
found.
may concern that the following de
rooms of Temple Monteflore at 8
OATTLP SANITARY BOARD,
scribed estray animal was taken up by
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are
WEST BOUND
V. P. Harrington, Laguna, N. M., JanAlbuquerque, N. M.
Isaac Appel, No. 1
coreHcUy invited
1:45 p. m
1:20 p. m
1912
1st pub. Feb. 6, last mib. 16,
uary 22, 1912.
Secre,
FOR
President; Charles Greenclay,
1104
cheap.
6:15 p. m.
6:10 a. m
No. 3
One red cow, 8 years old,
retary.
nougias avenue.
5t
4:50 p. m
750 lbs.
No. 7
4:40 p. m
Estray Advertisement
7:00 p. m
6:35 p. m
No. 9
Notice is hereby given to whom it
Branded
R5S1
On left ribs
RED CLOUD TRIBE NO. 4, Red Men
may concern that the following de
HE KNEW IT ALL
Said animal being unknown tc this scribed estray animal was taken up by
Meet in Fraternal
Brotherhood
Who? Why the man who purchased
First La Grippe, Then Bronchitis.
A. M. Adler, Sachem; David
hall.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or H. H. Chandler, Cimarron, N. M
That was the case with Mrs. W. S.
a World Almanac. This book contain
before Feb. 26, 1912, said date being 10 February 1, 1912.
of
and
records
collector
chief
Flint,
Bailey, McCreary, Ky. 'My wife was
information on every subject of intertaken down with a sever attack of
One Day mare, 7 years
of wampum.
days after last appearance of this adbrother
Visiting
est. It is a regular
which run into bronchitis. She
encyclo
hands.
welcome.
vertisement, said estray will be sold old, 800 lbs., 14
coughed as though she had consumppaedia of information. You can find
by this Board for the benefit of the
Branded
tion and could not sleep at night. The
everything in its contents from batting
owner when found.
first bottle of Foley's Honey and Tar
On left thigh
to college yells with census
averoges
0. O. F., LAS VEGAS LODGE NO. Compound gave her so much relief
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Said animal being unknown to this reports and statistics. The Bally Curio
1.
Meets every Monday evening at that she continued using it until she
Albuquerque, N. M.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or store has Just received the new Issue.
permanently cured." O. G. Schae-fe- r
their hall on Sixth street. All visit- was and
1st pub. Feb. 6, last pub. 16, 1912.
Red Cross Drug Co.
before Feb. 26, 1912, said date being 10 Price 35 cents.
ating brethren cordially invited to
after
of
last
this
ad
days
appearance
tend. J . D. Fridenstine, N. G.;
Foley Kidney Pills will cure any
vertlsement said estray will be sold
Estray Advertisement
Frank Fries, V. G.; T. M. Elwood, case of kidney or bladder trouble not
beyond the reach of medicine. No
Notice is hereby given to whom; it by this Board for the benefit of the
Secretary; Karl Wertz, Treasurer; medicine can do more. O. G. Schae-fe- r
KNOWLEDGE OF EVIL NEEDED
may concern that the following de- owner when found.
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
and Red Cross Drug Co.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
scribed estray animal was taken up by
in
Virtue
and
the Right Path
Progress
Rufus Wamel, Animas, N. M., January
Albuquerque, N. M.
Cannot Spring From Mere
1st pub. Feb. 6, last nub. 16, 1912
18, 1912.
Innocence.
To-w-it
One red cow, 11 years old,
600 lbs., 4
feet
Innocence is lovely in the child, beEstray Advertisement
Branded
Notice Is hereby given to whom It cause in harmony with its nature; but
our path in life is not backward but
On left ribs
may concern that the following de
and
can never be the
scribed estray animal was taken up by onward, of virtue
mere innocence. If we
offspring
Ear mark
H. H. Chandler, Cimarron, N. M., are to
progress in the knowledge of
Said animal being unknown to this February 1, 1912.
good, we must also progress In the
Towit: One coll, 2 years old, 500 knowledge of evil. Every experience
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
of evil brings its own temptation, and
before Feb. 26, 1912, said date being 10 lbs., 13 hands.
according to the degree in which the
days after last appearance of this adBranded
PHONE MAIN 227
evil is recognised and the temptations
vertisement said estray will be sold
On left shoulder
resisted will be the value of the charby this Board for the benefit of the
Said animal being unknown to this acter Into which the individual will
owner when found.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or develop.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Innocence may be beautiful, but can
before Feb. 26, 1912, said date being 10
never be
while the whole esAlbuquerque, N. M.
days after last appearance of this ad- sence of strong,
virtue lies in its strength
1st pub. Feb. 6, last pub. 16, 1912.
said
will
sold
be
vertisement,
estray
to resist and power to endure. If the
by this Board for the benefit of thr innocence of childhood be replaced by
the firm principles of integrity and
pwner when found.
Estray Advertisement
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Notice is hereby given to whom It
honor, the loss will be really a great
gain. It is only where the knowledge
may concern that the following deAlbuquerque, N. M
scribed estray animal was taken up by 1st pub. Feb. 6, last pub. 16, 1912. of evil is unattended by appreciation
of Its nature, where temptations are
D. J. Caesidy, Jr., Mora, N. M., Janyielded to and not resisted, that we
uary 10, 1912.
Estray Advertisement
are induced to grieve over the departNotice is hereby given to whom it ure of that innocence which was so
One red and white cow,
4 years old, 700 lbs.
may concern that the following de beautiful In earlier years.
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Branded
Place of the Flreless Cooker.
ISM J. T. Collier, Estancia, N. M., January
On left hip
Classified ads. search out the people to whom among al
Even in this rich country, only one
30, 1912.
family in ten can afford to hire a
of those who MIGHT BUY the particular
Ear mark
thing is worth most.
153ggj
One sorrel mare, 4 years cook, and in the far west such a person is seldom obtainable at any price.
That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to someSaid animal being unknown to '.his old, 600 lbs., about 13 hands.
Now, by the flreless cooker all women
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Branded
one
who
reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
who have to prepare their own meals
before Feb. 26, 1912, said date being 10
On left thigh
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
e
will be emancipated from the
before Feb. 12, 1912, said date being 10
Said animal being unknown to this
slavery, which is particularly
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper, want
days after last appearance of this ad- Board, unless claimed by owner on or cruel in our sultry summers. It
vertisement said estray will be sold before Feb. 26, 1912, said date being 10 makes it possible for them to cook
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
by this Board for the benefit of the days after last appearance of this ad- breakfast, luncheon and dinner at the
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of
any
owner when found
vertisement said estray will be sold same time, in perhaps an hour, leavsort, and musical instruments.
rest
for
of
the
other
the
free
ing
day
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
by this Board for the benefit of thf work.
Broiling, steaming, stewing,
As the classified ads. are read by all possible
owner when found.
Albuquerque, N. M.
buyers, of all
baking,
frying, roasting everything,
1912.
OATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
1st pub. Feb. 6, last pub. 16,
sorts of things, they have come to be the finders' of the
possible
can
be
except crisping and toasting
done with these boxes in their most
Albuquerque. N. M.
best markets!
Read The optic.
1st pub. Fob. 6, last pub. 16, 1912. Improved styles. Century.
To-w4- t:

1

To-wi- t:

SALE-Furnitu-

To-wi- t:

iPl

To-w-

:

Crystal Ice go
Pure Ice

ANT Ads

Are Best

Market Finders

n

To-wi- t:

AGUA PURA COMPANY
and

Estray Advertisement
Notice fa hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
V. P. Harrington, Laguna, N. M., January 22, 1912.
One
spotted rediwhite
cows, 8 years old, 750 lbs.
Rranded
On left hip
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Feb. 26, 1912, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this advertisement, said estray will be so!d
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st pub. Feb. 6, last pub. 16, 1912.

tC. TUESDAY,

To-wi- t:

603 LINCOLN

1.08t

VIOA8 DAILY OPT

hot-stov-

LAS VEGAS DAILY

"THREE

TWINS"

MAY

OPTIC.

FEBRUARY

TUESDAY,

THEATER

CLOSE

6,

1912.

SEASON

"FORT"

Canned
Vegetables

and
Preserved Fruits

AND
to

happy memories
during the Lenten days.
leave

HUNTS

Canned
Fruits

and

CI TDD 171117

and
Berries

The Orchard

dUlIlLjiULj
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louse. "Around the Clock," a
piece which was u have shown
tore on the uight of February 21, has
bunged its bookings and will work its
joy eastward from the Pacific coast
The appearaover a different route.
nce of "Madame Sherry" here during
ia filll
nrfwuninrlpol
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natters so undecided the management
at the local theater is not holding out
iopes for many more attractions.
There has been an immense advance
tale for "The Three Twins" and there
la sure to be present the largest audience of the season. Theater goers,
remembering how entrancing! the production was when it appeared here
two years ago, are anxious to witness
lo a dost--
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FOR SALE BY ALL GROCERS

Order These Brands And You will be
Delighted With Their
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A MONTH HAS PASSED
A whole month of the new year

again.

like "The Three Twins"
amusing story,
issue of pretty
girls, sraceful dancers and good singers; the women go into esetacies over
"The Three Twins" tiecause they have
a chance to see the most gorgeous
gowns that have ever been shown with
any theatrical company and because
the story as told quickly appears to
their sense of humor; musicians flock
to see "The Three Twins" because the
music is on a much higher plane than
has ever been written for a musical
comedy and the general public simply
adore "The Three Twins" because it
Is unlike all other musical comedies,
and as one theater goer tersely expressed it, "because tl just fills the
bill." Although there was practically
no reason for It, the management have
provided for this season's tour an en- The men

-

because it is a light
well toM. with a side

The Famous "Yama Yama" Dance,

tire new outfit, much more elaborate
HANDSOME DECORATIONS
than has ever been carried by a must
There '? no prettier decoration for
cal comedy.
a room than leather pillows and the
many other handsome and convenient
articles that are manufactured
leather. Miss M. M. Thompson has a
IN NEW YORK CITY
she is
Tou will find Hotel Cumberland, si beautiful assortment which
Broadway and
stree' selling at remarkably cheap prices.
near Central Park, an ideal locn.:ci Miss Thompson also has Valentines
in the retail shopping and theatc and souvenir postcards of all
district, with the subway, elevatet
and surface cars at hand. A hand
some, modern, beautifully furnisher
BIG DIFFERENCE.
hotel with one of the best rest an
It makes little or no difference
rants In the city, but moderate It whether you know or not that wr
price. Rooms with bath, $2.50 pet have wines, whiskies, etc., etc. Bui
Jay up. Send for booklet Harry P it does make a big difference If you
don't know that we sell the purest.
Stfmson, manager.
,

FIfty-eourt-

Feature

of

"The Three Twins.1

that our prices are the lowest, our
deliveries prompt and that we cater
to the family trade. The Lobby, Lau
bach & Benjamin, proprietors.
It

IT IS NOT STRANGE
is not strange that so many peo-

ple eat at Kate Wright's Montezuma
restaurant on Center street. The bill
of fare is generous and the price Is
cheap, 25 cents for regular meals.
Many people wonder bow It Is posmeals so
sible to serve such
cheaply.
YOU CAN MAKE A HIT
You can make a hit with that girl
if you present her with a box of

WELL!
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THE OPTIC IS
For a Greater

THE OPTIC IS
For a Greater
NEW MEXICO

LAS VEGAS

THE HOHE PAPER

The Las Vegas Daily Optic
PADGETT, Editor,
Sane, Conservative And Well Edited
M, M,

The Optic is the Best
Day in a Town of This
Size in The Southwest

WELL!

hat Ejaculates the average person who
account
that
started
passing gazes into the shop windows.
Have
you
passed.
for yourself or your little son 01 Sabino Lujan always has an attractive
daughter? If not, you have still 11 display of jewelry, watches, cut glass,
months in which to save. The First etc. There is always something about
National Bank offers an admirable op- the place that causes people to stop
savings and Impels them to enter. The store
portunity for accumulating
Is a magnet for the discriminating
Your account solicited.
purchaser. Sabino Lujan, Jeweler
THE USES OF STEAM
optician, watchmaker. Bridge street
Among the uses of steam that are
HOME MADE CANDIES
proving of greatest benefit to man
kind is its utilization as a sterilizer. That's descriptive of the products of
Where steam Is directed no germs can the Potter Candy Kitchen. They ar
Nevin's Medallion Chocolates. O. G. live. The Ideal Sanitary dairy uses a home product and they are mad
Schaefer, the druggist, has just re- steam to sterilize all its utensils, ren- by the most expert candy makers
all
ceived a fresh supply of this famous dering them absolutely free from con money can obtain. Hence
brand and a full assortment of all tamlnatlon. When you purchase Ideal competitors in this district. Try a
Nevins' confections which can be pur- milk you know you are getting pure box of our chocolates. We cover the
entire retail field. F, B. Potter.
chased in bulk or by the box. There milk.
no
is
better candy made.
GREAT WHITE WAY
A CLEAN STABLE
When
service.
for
you put up an electric sign at
advertisement
is
an
livery
THERE'S NO EXCUSE
are
your
and
well
Good
horses
place of business you will have
kept rigs
For sleeping on a poor bed. For a
done
The
business.
the
something for yourself as well
ability
what
bring
very reasonable Investment you can
hour of th as your dty, for an electric sign Is thai
at
to
serve
the
any
public
as
well
as
hours
enjoy your sleeping
a millionaire. We are selling the day or night Is an Item to be consid- modern great white way of advertislivery service, the ing. Keeps your name constantly bepopular brass beds cheaper than ever ered
In every grow- fore the eyes ot the purchasing pubdemanded
Is
kind
that
before. We have many styles In the
in the name lic and helps to mate Las Vegas look
best
is
matspelled
fine
satin
and
city,
ing
finish,
bright
M.
L.
of
Cooley livery, telephone llk a wideawake city. Las Vegaa
the
tresses, springs and pillows. J.
Main 15.
Light and Power company.
Johnsen & Son

Subscribe for the Optic
and get the News.
Advertise in the Optic
get the Business
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are good for Cash on Merchandise at our Store.

SPECIAL FOR TOMORROW & THURSDAY
Crystal White Soap 4cts. per Bar
Diamond C. Soap 3cts. per Bar
SINGLE BAR OR CASE

193 or Main 194.

"HEINZ"
I

8,

1912.

mother's meeting of the W. C. T.
tomorrow afternoon at
the home of Mrs. J. w. Rose.

ROBBERS WITH WAGONS

n

IKE OA VIS
Telephone

FEBRUARY

LOOT A WAREHOUSE
Arthur Wells, the forest ranger of
T(y a dram of Old Taylor bouroon the Mineral Hill district, has been
transferred to the Jicarilla Indian res- STEAL FIVE
at the Opera Bar.
SACKS OF FLOUR
ervation where he will conduct a large
FROM THE LAS VEGAS MERFor painting and paperhanging, see shale of timber.
CANTILE COMPANY
Davis, 414 Columbia. Phone Main 367.
The New State Cleaning establishLast night at about 7 o'clock three
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged ment, which has been located on Cen- men forced their way into the warein the wood. Direct from dlaUUery ter street near the Lobby saloon for house and
bakery in the rear of the
some time, is preparing to remove to Las
to you. At the Lobby, of course
Vegas Mercantile company, 620
Douglas avenue, where It will occupy Douglas avenue.
Though they were
C. C. Rooting of the Gross Kelly the room formerly the office of Her- discovered
by the baker they made
company, who has been confined to bert Gehring.
their escape with five 100 pound
his home several days suffering '.vi;b
sacks of flour. The robbers made
a cold, was able to be out yesterday.
County Commissioner John H. York their getaway in a
wagon drawn by
entertained a number of his friends four burrors. The men
gainted enThe Ladies Altar society of the East whom he terras "The Dirty Dozen" trance
to the warehouse by breaking
side will meet with Mrs. James last evening. The affair was in honor the
lock on the door. J. J. Reufeman.
O'Byrne instead of Mrs. J. A. Panen of Mr. York's birthday. A guessing the mercantile
company's baker, ap
as published Saturday.
contest furnished
amusement, the peared on the scene while the men
Mr.
guests guessing
York's age.
were in the warehouse and though he
The Greater Las Vegas band will
fou&ht with them they succeeded in
hold a regular rehearsal this evening
The funeral of Mrs. Emily Pierce,
at 8 o'clock in the city hall. It is who died Saturday In Clovis, will be loading several sacks of flour into
the wagon and driving away. Reute-maimportant that all of the members be held tomorrow afternoon at 2:30
says that he called for help, and
o'clock from the home of her daugh
present
then ran for the city hall, where he
ter, Mrs. Arthur Iangston, 722 Grand found
Night Watchman Ed Ward. To
For this month only we will sell all avenue. The body was brought to
the latest popular 25 cent music s'x Las Vegas this afternoon accompanied gether the two returned to the scene
of the robbery, but except for the
for $1.00.
We are agents for the by Mr. Pierce and other members of
tracks of the wagon and bumrB,
10
cent
music.
McKinley
The Be- the family.
which were lost when they reached
nigno Romero Book and Stationery
the street, no trace of the men crmlri
Co., Bridge street, Las Vegas, N. M.
H. D. Burrall, supervisor at the govbe found. Examination of the tracks
ernment planting station in the was
made and the office of the sher
The work of laying the tile roof of Galllnas canyon, has returned from a
iff was notified.
the Elks' new clur house will be vacation trip and is busily engaged in
Early this morning Amador Ulibar- in all prob preparing to transplant a large num
completed tomorro
n, marshal of the West side, who
after
ber
which
no
of
trees. The trees are three went
matter what
ability,
in search of the burglars, arrest
the weather may be, work on the years of age and will be planted in
ed three men answering the descrin
can
on
the
Pecos canyon, it is thought they
without delay.
go
building
Ion of the robbers, as furnished by
will cover about 90 acres.
the baker, at a point south of Tw
The basketball uniforms of the
lote.
team representing the senior class of
The funeral of Sara Jacoby, the in
The men arrested have since been
the Y. M. C. A. have arrived and fant daughter of Mr. and Mrs. S. Ja
as having been in Las Ve
recognized
Saturday night, in the game with the coby, who died yesterday morning, was
gas
and Reuteman stated
yesterday,
High School, the quintette will be held this afternoon from the home of
this afternoon that he is sure of ,h
togged out for the occasion. The jer- the parents, 1008 Sulsbacher avenue.
seys are gray trimmed with red.
and burial occurred in the Jewish factthat two of the men arrested
were
cemetery. The services were con third implicated in the robbery. The
man of the itrio that broke intn
At Its meeting yesterday the Las ducted by Rabbi S.
Pelper. Johnsen
Vegas grant board accepted the re & Son had charge of the funeral ar the warehouse was in the seat of rh
wagon when Reuteman appeared.
signation of G. T. Price, who has been rangements.
Consequently he did not eel a
rt
employed as Inspector and engineer
look at him and
at the Camfield dam site. Mr. Price
would
be
probably
E.
V.
Judge
Long, chairman of the unable to
left last nght for Pueblo, where he publicity committee of
identify him.
the McDonald
Reuteman goes to the bakery in the
expects to locate, a successor for re ception, has called a
meeting of the rear of the mercantile
Mr. Price has not been selected al committee to
store every
be held this evening at
set
evening
tq
for
his
yeast
though the board will fill the place
o'clock in the citv hall. All
morning's
baking and it was ait this time ve- before work at the dam is resumed. members of the
committee are urged
It was announced yesterday that dirt to be
terday 'that he discovered the men.
present. The committee is mak- The
three men who broke int th
would begin flying at the dam once
ing splendid progress and there is
warehouse answer the description of
more in about two or three weeks every indication
that the reception some men
who staked their burros
should no blizzards intervene. Opera will be a brilliant affair.
The people in the
tions ceased during the cold weather of San Miguel and Mora
yard east of the county bridge
acounties
immediately preceding Christmas. As have all been notified through the yesterday and who left the corral at a
short time before 6:30 o'clock. When
soon as the frost is out of the erotinr! press and
by other fneans and it is Reuteman
the gangs will return to their work thought there Will be a
on the scene the
considerable men had appeared
einght sacks of flour
Superintendent Niece is here and attendance
from the surrounding
ready to load onto thme wagon
makes almost dily trips to the dam towns. The
complete program prob- but
succeeded in getting away
ably will be announced tomorrow.
with only five. The men arrotari
CARD OF THANKS
the charge of the robbery gave their
We wish to thank even-onA telegram received this
who so
afternoon
kindly assisted us during our sad be from Owensiboro, Ky., stated that the names as Dionicio Gonzales, Antonio
Gonzales and Francisco Gabaluun. The
reavement and especially to thank the condition of F. H.
Pierce, who is flour was not found
B. of L. F. and E. No. 245 for
in their possestheir critically ill at the home of Mrs.
ind sympathy and floral offering.
Pierce's parents, iB improving. Mr sion. The preliminary hearing was
held in the court of Justice of the
Mrs. C. D. Oabtree,
Pierce passed a restless night
Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Kidwell,
and is still dellirious, this condition Peace Felipe Baca y Garcia this af.
ternoon. The defendants waived ex
Mr. and Mrs. P. J. DeLaney
coming with an attack of pneumonia
and Family.
but he is improving and hope is amination and were bound to ithe
grand jury under $1,000 bond.
maintained for his recovery.
The Charles Ilfeld reported this
morning that during the night a car
IMPERIALISTS ARE BEATEN
Sam Francisco, Feb. 6. Fifteen hnn. of flour standing on the switch in
CHANGE YOUR WASH DAY
dred Chinese imperial troona mv. the rear of their warehouse
was
broken into and three sacks of flour
killed or wounded and 500
TO LAUNDRY DAY
captured were
stolen. The officials are at
in a battle at Chui Chow
yesterday, work on this
case and may be able
according to a cablegram received
here today by the Chinese Free Press. to prove the men who broke into the
and
Brigadier General Lim Chung of the Las Vegas Mercantile bakery
If you make it
Canton army Jed the republican forces committee the Ilfeld robbery were the
numbering 6,000. The imperial for- same.
ces, numbering 5,000 were commanded
LAS VEGAS STEAM
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
by General Chung Fung. The revolu
tionists
the
captured
of
Soo
Chow
city
LAUNDRY DAY
in Ah Wei province. Chui
Chow, the FOR SALE Strictly fresh eggs. Call
Main 314.
scene of yesterday's battle is in
Kiang Su province.
you'll never go back to the

In addition to reducing the
price on nearly every article
n our Store from 10 to 20
per cent or more, you can, by
a
buying
Coupon Book, save an Extra 2 per cent.

Main
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STOKE MATS ALWAYS BUSY

The Coupons

DAILY
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a.nd reduce the cost of living
By trading at
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Spiced
Salad Vinegar
DISTILLED
A

delicately spiced and flavored sweet Vinegar especially
desirable for use with Salads containing Fruits and Nuts'
To be used either with or without Olive Oil or other
Seasonings.

(

50c PER QUART BOTTLE

J.

H. STEARNS
GROCER

The Home of Quality
We

have the very choicest Beef, Pork, Mutton, Veal, Lard,
Sauages all kinds Pickles and Kraut, Mince Meat.

THE CRAAFHAWARD

CO

STORE
We

Always Have The Best of Everything Eatable.

way.

NIAGARA IS 16,000,000 MAN POWER

Stupendous although this saving is,
as nothing compared to the full
strength of the falls. The volume of
water that will be permitted ito run,
so as to perpetuate the beauty of the
falls, is estimated to represent
eight-hou- r
men power or about
18,000,000 more man power than there
are men, women and children in the
United States and all its possessions.

TRY US ONCE.

it, is

Niagara Palls,, N. Y., Feb. 6. Tlie
average man is apt to speak very
glibly of so many hundred thousand
at Niagara
ihoraepqwer harnessed
Fails, hut it is doubtful if one person
in a hundred begins to understand
ithe tremendous conservation of natural resources effected at the falls
without interfering with the grandeur
of the spectacle.
The 372,800 horsepower now develCATTLE THIEF ARRESTED
oped at the falls is the equivalent of
Mounted Policeman A. A. Sena
r
167 76,00
working an came back today from Casa Colorada,
ei- r
day, or more than the com where he arrested Nooerto Encinias.
bined strength of all
men charged with cattle
stealing. He held
in the United States.
an investigation at Puertecito, N. M.,
Under the American-Canadiatrea- precinct No. 31, and the justice of
ty, promulgated by the two nations to the peace thane bound Encinias to
guard the scenic beauty of the falls the grand jury, fixing the bond in
for all time, only 56,000 cubic feet of the sum of $1,000. Mr. Sena started
water per second, out of a total flow to work on this case at Santa
Fe,
of 240,000 cubic feet, may be diverted where he found that Encinias had
from the Niagara river for power pur- sold cattle; to some butchers. The
poses. But even with this restric- cattle belonged to a man named Cha-- i
tion, when the treaty goes Into effect vez of Puertecito. Mr. Sena has made
the force conserved by falling water lately, three imirtant arrests. He is
will be the equivalent of 35,559,000 a strong protector of the
property ot
men working the average eight-hou- r
the stockmen. He is one of he best
' men on
day.
the mounted police force.

PHONE NOW

0

Las Vegas Steam

Laundry
Phone Main

81

617

Douglas

STEEL HEARING
Washington, Feb. 6. The senate
finance committee held no hearing on
the democratic steel bill today, as had
been scheduled. When the committee asembled, none of the manrffac.
turing interests, who have protested
against the reductions in the .honap
bill, was ready to proceed ,nH
ad
journment was taken until tomorrow.
Our city will soon be
for
Fire Insurance. Our rates will
depend
on the condition our
city presents.
It's time to get busy. Remove conflagration breeders.
d

CUTLER
Tel. Main 124.

BROTHERS,

man-powe-

614

Lincoln Ave.

able-bodie- d

Don't overlook ordering your flowers for the Reception.
We

1

Much Talked About

and Walked About
Our new Regal Shoes for this
No smaiter footwear has
ever been seen in this town. And
their trim custom styles are not
their only exclusive feature.
season.

REGAL
SHOES
give you the sarru: perfect fit and comfort as
shoes because they are made in quarter-size- s
just
double the number of fittings found in other shoes.
We have a wide variety of styles in these new Regal
models, and can suit your taste perfectly.
made-to-measu-

have enough orders already to indicate that the
wearing of flowers is going to be quite the thing.
so it's obviously up to you to get your order
in so as not to be disappointed

I

I'll
SANITARY

BAKERY

Goods

I

re

GREENBERGER
I MM

I

ET
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us tell you About
our low Flat Rate

Window Lighting. You pay
big rent for that small space
in

your Window, let

it bring

you good returns by having
it well lighted.
Customer

W. P. Southard

Las Vegas Light & Power Co,
Jefferson Reynolds President
President
Ha"ett Reynolds Cashier
Davis Vice President
H. Erie Hoke Asst Cashier

E. D. Raynolds Vice

Stephen

B.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.

Capital,

$100,000

Surplus, and Undividid Profits

$35,000

bank adopts every desirable method of modern
While this
it never loses sight of that essential
Absolute
qualityi

Safety.

Interest Paid en Time Deposits

CO A

L

NO

'it-hi-

n

r

AND WOOD
NUT

SUGARITE LUMP
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
'mm D. Wm C OND ON

FRESH EVERY DAY
If it may be termed a science

Bread, Cakes,

The

Fried Cakes.

Science of
Selling

Cookies, Rolls,
Doughnuts and
AT

Farms
WW!fflCleSGt

most

include a means of presenting the
proposition to the greatest number
of prospective buyers.

To reach this

class in the southwest use the

OPTIC
WANT COLUMNS

BOUCHER
507 Sixth Sired

PERRY ONION & SON

Phone Main 462

The Home of pure food Goods

EVERYBODY READS THE

US

VEGAS OPTIC

